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For thousands of years American Indians lived in equillibrium on traditional lands, adapting to seasons and landscapes. This issue of Water Resources IMPACT highlights the
benefits and importance of incorporating the knowledge and
concerns of First Peoples into water resources planning. The
feature articles range from a discussion of the traditional
knowledge First Peoples can offer water managers today, to
the fact that many tribes still have not had their water rights
completely quantified, leaving them without a legally secure
source of water. All of the authors affirm that authentically
engaging and collaborating with native peoples is good for the
tribes and good for water managers.
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FEATURE ARTICLES
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Establishing and Preserving Tribal Water Rights
in a Water Stressed West ... Brett Bovee

There is a growing awareness of the need to establish and
preserve water rights for Native American Tribes. Using case
studies and specific examples, this article describes the process
and methods for quantifying tribal water rights, the challenges,
and the potential use of tribal economic development and
water markets to address some challenges.

11 Fire and Water ... Ron W. Goode and Lisa Beutler
This article describes a collaboration with tribes and state and
federal government to incorporate Native American fire and
forest management tools into California’s water management
portfolio. Also provided is some historical context for fire and
water management and case studies that demonstrate the
power of these tools.

15 Improving Climate Resiliency in Tribal Communities: Partnering for Change in the Missouri River
Basin ... Crystal J. Stiles, Natalie Umphlett, James
Rattling Leaf, Sr., Martha D. Shulski, Doug Kluck,
Michael Hayes, and Chad McNutt
Using recent Missouri River Basin examples, this article
describes decision support and drought and resiliency planning
efforts conducted with tribal communities using the National
Integrated Drought Information System. The authors also
describe a collaborative process and provide information on
how to build productive relationships.

18 The Evolution of Tribal Policy in California ...
Anecita S. Agustinez and Emily Alejandrino
In this article California’s Water Resources Tribal Advisor
provides an overview of some specific institutional efforts to
advance tribal policy in California. Examples of barriers and
successes are offered and the importance of engagement
emphasized.

20 The Indigenous Rights Risk Report: Harnessing
Market Forces to Defend Indigenous Water Rights
... Katie Cheney
This report, designed to be used by investors and based on an
analysis of 52 projects, describes five indicators that determine
the risk of indigenous community opposition to projects or
violations of Indigenous Peoples’ rights. Throughout it emphasizes that poor social and cultural practices are not just bad for
Indigenous Peoples, they are bad for business.
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FIRST PEOPLES AND WATER: ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
Lisa Beutler, Associate Editor

The authors of the featured articles of this issue of
Water Resources IMPACT provide a small glimpse of the
First Peoples’ issues, topics, and approaches they have
worked through in their roles as researchers, water managers, and leaders.
The subject is inherently complex, as western problem solving approaches and even the fundamental understanding people’s relationship to water may not apply
to indigenous experiences. This is further complicated by
the fact that there is significant cultural distinctiveness
across the First People’s communities themselves, as well
as between them and the broader culture.
Even the recognition of what constitutes a recognized
tribe is complex. In the United States (U.S.), as provided
by the Constitution of the U.S., treaties, court decisions,
and Federal statutes, 566 tribes composed of American
Indian and Alaska Natives maintain this government-togovernment status with the Department of the Interior,
Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, providing trust
oversight. In Hawaii the relationship with First Peoples is
maintained on behalf of the federal government by the
State.
Tribal related offices have existed in the U.S. government since 1775 when the Second Continental Congress
sought treaties with tribes to maintain their neutrality
during the American Revolutionary War. In 1789, Congress placed Native American relations within the newly
formed War Department. In those days the goal was
maintenance of the fur trade. Over the years the relationship of the federal government to tribes has been primarily patriarchal and multiple accusations of corruption and exploitation have been leveled against those in
charge. Even the recognition of agreements and treaties
is disputed, leaving a group of state government recognized tribes without federally recognized status.
To this add the historic practices of governments relocating First Peoples from their traditional lands. Far
from being an issue of the past, a Vermont Supreme
Court case as recently as 1992, held that the Abenaki, a
Native American tribe from New England, were not entitled to land they had held for centuries. Lord and
Shutkin (Lord and Shutkin, 1994) recount that even
while a complex historical record contained proof the
Abenaki had maintained legal residence and the rights to
land ownership, the court chose not to heed historical accounts. They concluded that disregard for historical
analysis has serious implications for how we view not
only Native American history, but also justice.
Brett Bovee explains,“Water conflicts between Western Tribes and their non-Indian neighbors emerged
shortly after, and as a result of, the establishment of
American Indian Reservations. While U.S. Government
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treaties and laws clearly delineated land boundaries between tribes and non-Indians, such actions were silent
as to ownership (or use rights) of shared water resources
that crossed these political boundaries. A landmark U.S.
Supreme Court decision was made in 1908 in Winters v.
U.S. that established the doctrine of water rights for Federal land reservations that remains in place today.” The
article explains the legal foundation of the water rights
and ways that these rights have been quantified. He also
notes that creative and adaptive solutions will likely need
to be employed to craft tribal water rights solutions in the
21st Century that allow for increased economic opportunity on Indian Reservations and to maintain tribes as
sovereign nations.
Regardless of whether or not a tribe maintains a federally recognized status, Goode and Beutler and Stiles
et al., point out that native communities have an understanding of the water and climate system based on centuries of experience. They explain how this traditional
knowledge can be used to solve today’s challenges as well
as some of the methods used to incorporate these lessons
into a water management portfolio.
Augustinez and Alejandrino describe the changing
relationship of California with its native peoples and how
policy must evolve to capture the benefits of a more holistic perspective.
Cheney explains that it is simply good business for
governments and corporations to act ethically and with
the rule of law when interacting with First Peoples. Using
research from an evaluation of companies involved in extractive industries, she describes a series of metrics that
can be translated for evaluation of projects in the water
sector.
All the authors emphasize the time to act is now.
Without concerted efforts the vast pool of traditional ecological knowledge of indigenous people will be lost. As a
nation we also maintain an obligation to properly honor
sovereignty and our agreements. For these reasons and
more, incorporation of First Peoples into water management decision making is essential and may require different approaches and policy prescriptions.
This issue of Water Resources IMPACT cannot hope to
properly represent the scope of Native American water
concerns. Instead we hope it will spark an important
conversation and provide encouragement for those moving forward to engage tribal communities.
This issue also contains some interesting information on public opinion. Sun shares some very recent
polling data showing changes in public perceptions towards water infrastructure.
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SURVEY SHOWS AMERICANS HAVE INCREASED AWARENESS
OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT NEEDS
Yung-Hsin Sun

A long-time water managers’ lament is that water infrastructure is out of sight and often out of mind but a
recent survey, conducted by Wakefield Research for
MWH Global, found the tide may be shifting. While investment in transportation infrastructure still ranks as
the number one public concern, investment in water infrastructure clearly ranks second.
Asking the public to make investments in things they
cannot see, especially investments with a big price tag
has historically been met with resistance. The American
Water Works Association’s 2011 landmark report, Buried
No Longer, found the cost was significant. The report
identified a need for $1 trillion in investment over the
coming 25 years just to maintain the current level of
drinking water service. The report also reported that
postponing water infrastructure investment only makes
the problem worse when the bill inevitably comes due
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) has
also been an active voice in raising infrastructure awareness by issuing annual report cards. The latest ASCE report, widely covered by the media, none of the key water
infrastructure categories (Dams, Drinking Water, Inland
Waterways, Levees, and Wastewater) received a grade of
higher than D.

their community should be spending more money to ensure water infrastructure is well maintained and properly functioning. And, as expected, the level of support for
increased spending for water infrastructure is over 80
percent in the communities that are experiencing a water
shortage.
The survey also suggests over 90 percent of Americans support the development of additional infrastructure to increase and maintain clean water access. The
level of support is reduced to 61 percent for higher utility rates to facilitate these desired improvements. However, those in the age group between 25 and 39 and those
currently experiencing water shortages show significantly more willingness to pay for needed improvements.
While there is still room for improvement in appreciating the value of clean water overall attitudes are changing. You can read the full results of the survey at
http://www.mwhglobal.com/wp-content/uploads/
2015/06/Wakefield-Research-QuickRead-Report-for MWH-Global.pdf.
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The survey, conducted among 1,000 nationally representative United States adults ages 18+, between May 28
and June 3, 2015, found most U.S. adults over 18 years
old are concerned about reduced water supply reliability, inadequate water infrastructure, and insufficient investment on water infrastructure.
Among the key findings, 70 percent of Americans believe their communities would experience water shortages more often in the next 10 years. Two-thirds say that
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ESTABLISHING AND PRESERVING TRIBAL WATER
RIGHTS IN A WATER STRESSED WEST
Brett Bovee

Water management in the Western United States (U.S.)
has undergone some fundamental shifts over the last 50
years that has resulted from an increased understanding
of both our water supply limits and our natural and manmade water demands. As these water demands have fallen out of balance with available supplies, the value of
water has risen in step, both in our minds and in markets. Just as Western water management has evolved in
response to this new understanding of the value of water,
the establishment and preservation of water for Native
American Tribes will likely see parallel shifts in perspective and practice.
The legal and technical underpinnings of tribal water
rights are rooted deep in history, but they do not exist in
isolation. Tribes, as sovereign nations, are affected by the
same water stresses that afflict their neighbors. Creative
and adaptive solutions that have helped us deal with
water conflicts across the Western U.S. will likely need to
be employed to craft tribal water rights solutions in the
21st Century that allow for increased economic opportunity on Indian Reservations and maintain tribes as sovereign nations.
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND ON TRIBAL
WATER RIGHTS QUANTIFICATION
Water conflicts between Western Tribes and their
non-Indian neighbors emerged shortly after, and as a result of, the establishment of American Indian Reservations. While U.S. Government treaties and laws clearly
delineated land boundaries between Tribes and nonIndians, such actions were silent as to ownership (or use
rights) of shared water resources that crossed these political boundaries. A landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision was made in 1908 in Winters v. U.S. that established
the doctrine of water rights for Federal land reservations
that remains in place today. The Winters Doctrine provides that sufficient water rights were inherently reserved
by the U.S. Government to fulfill the purpose of reserving
the land. This Doctrine applies to National Parks and
Forests just as it does to Indian Reservations. Under the
prior-appropriation system of water administration
found throughout the West, these Federal reserved water
rights carry a priority date equal to the date of Federal
action to reserve the land and are not subject to the possibility of forfeiture due to non-use of the rights. The Winters Doctrine has been refined over the past century but
remains as a largely unchallenged legal foundation of
tribal water rights.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF QUANTIFYING
A TRIBAL WATER RIGHT
While the overall ideal of the Winters Doctrine and
Federal reserved water rights for tribes has held steadfast, there have been plenty of arguments and differences
of opinion when it comes to the quantification of such
water rights. The foundation for tribal water rights quantification was established as part of the 1963 U.S.
Supreme Court ruling in Arizona v. California. The Court
adopted the Special Master recommendation to quantify
the tribal water rights based on the idea of “practicably
irrigable acreage” (PIA), or the quantity of water necessary to irrigate all arable and economically viable lands
within the boundaries of a reservation. In addition to the
water historically used, the tribes were granted water
rights for future use based on theoretically feasible irrigation projects on reservations. This was done to provide
the tribes with sufficient water supplies to grow a sustainable economy on the reservation lands. Since the establishment of PIA quantification methods roughly 50
years ago, courts at various levels have made judgments
on tribal water rights that interpret the ideals of the
method both broadly and narrowly. Suffice it to say that
there exists a healthy amount of uncertainty as to how a
court would interpret the legal history of tribal water
rights, specifically with regard to quantification.

An emerging concern for tribes with settled and
quantified water rights is the preservation of their
future (currently unused) water rights in the face
of growing water shortages within the surrounding
river basins.

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
TO CRAFT SOLUTIONS
Due largely to the anticipated costs of litigating tribal water rights claims and the inherent uncertainty in a
court judgment, all parties involved in quantifying tribal
water rights have embraced the idea of settling the matter outside of court through intergovernmental agreements. This was written into Federal policy in 1990 as
Criteria and Procedures for Participation of the Federal
Government in Negotiations for the Settlement of Indian
Water Rights Claims, and the Department of Interior has
maintained annual funding and programs to assist tribes
in working towards water rights settlements. Since 1978,
there have been 28 Indian water rights settlements ratified by Congress and a handful of other settlements finalized without Congressional funding and also through
court judgments. These settlements and court decisions
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Establishing and Preserving Tribal Rights in a Water Stressed West . . . cont’d.
have benefitted over 40 tribal reservations, providing
roughly 8.3 million acre-feet per year in water rights (as
diversion) along with $2.5 billion in Federal funds for direct Tribal benefits. A large number of tribal water rights
settlements are also in development, with the Federal
government currently participating in at least 17 negotiating teams seeking to resolve tribal water rights issues.
In most cases, tribal water rights settlements have been
very successful in achieving multiple goals that benefit
both tribal and non-Indian parties, as they provide a flexible framework within which to craft creative solutions.
Within the Department of Interior, the Secretary's Indian
Water Rights Office (SIWRO) was established roughly 20
years ago to coordinate Federal programs and policies on
tribal water rights issues. Recently, the SIWRO has engaged tribes across the country through a consultation
process to address some growing concerns about the
Federal role in funding settlements and assisting tribes
in resolving water rights issues. This consultation
process might be considered as an acknowledgment that
there are challenges in the present-day environment to
establishing large Federal reserved water rights for
tribes, and that the Federal government may need to “reevaluate its approach” in light of these challenges (Table
1).
CHALLENGES IN ESTABLISHING
TRIBAL WATER RIGHTS
The PIA methodology of quantifying a Tribal water
right was born out of the specific geographic place of concern in Arizona v. California. The Tribes along the Colorado River had large areas of arable land in a climate
that could produce high value crops and demanded substantial irrigation water. The PIA methods are readily
transferable to other Reservation landscapes that could,
or already do, support large-scale irrigated agriculture as
a primary economic engine of the tribe. But many of the
large (land area) reservations that fit this criteria have
had their water rights issues resolved in past settlements
and court cases, or are actively seeking settlement as
part of a Federal negotiating team. There are a large
number of Indian Reservations that do not fit this criteria, and instead fall into one of the following three
groups:
1. Reservations that are located in places where irrigation is not widely practiced due to climate (sufficient
natural rainfall or limited growing season), local culture
and practices, or farm economics. Example areas include
portions of the Pacific Northwest and the Midwest (the
2004 Snake River Agreement resolving the Nez Perce
water claims in Idaho focused primarily on protecting
nonconsumptive instream flows for fish habitat, both on
the reservation and within neighboring river systems).
Similarly, despite being located in a river basin with significant irrigated agriculture, the Warm Springs Agreement in Oregon focused on nonconsumptive tribal water
uses for both hydropower generation and protection of
tribal fisheries.
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2. Reservations that have limited arable lands to
sustain irrigation projects. The PIA methods do not support irrigation water rights for lands with unproductive
soils or other natural limitations to irrigated farming.
Some examples are found in the Pacific Northwest, the
Midwest, and California. The Lummi Nation in Washington is an example of a tribe whose efforts to preserve Federal reserved water rights were impacted by the limited
arable land base of the reservation.
3. Tribal lands that were not established as reservations (as Federal land held in trust for tribes). In Eastern Oklahoma, the lands were provided outright, in fee
simple status, to the tribes as Indian Territory. In New
Mexico, the Pueblo lands were recognized by the Spanish
government and remained in Pueblo ownership through
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. In both cases, the Winters Doctrine may not directly apply because the Federal
government never established a formal reservation. Active litigation in both states, by the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations in Oklahoma and by several Pueblos in
New Mexico, seeks to resolve the uncertain water rights
claims that fall outside of the well vetted legal basis for
tribal water rights.
The reservations in these three groups would not
necessarily benefit from application of the PIA standard,
and in some cases they have water concerns that are not
resolved by looking at potential tribal diversions for irrigation as a beneficial use and basis of the reservation
economy. In some instances, aspects of water management, water quality, and instream flow uses are paramount in the minds of tribal leaders (Figure 1).
Another challenge facing tribal water rights quantification efforts is the thin profit margin within which commercial farming operates in the Western U.S. and the increasingly high value associated with water for other
uses. With some exceptions, there is a noticeable lack of
new irrigation projects in much of the Western U.S., and
water is largely moving away from irrigated agriculture
and towards municipal and industrial uses, as well as
environmental flows. The PIA methodology requires that
planned irrigation projects on the reservation be economically feasible by passing a cost-benefit analysis test
in order to support a tribal water rights claim. There are
geographic areas where high value crops can be supported and there are economic benefits of employing a workforce with high unemployment (typical on reservations),
but the high capital costs of building an irrigation project
from scratch can be hard to balance against crop prices
that exist within a global marketplace. The opportunity
cost of water might also factor into the cost-benefit analysis, and further challenge the economics of new crop irrigation at the expense of other water uses.
A final challenge is one that cuts across long established non-Indian water rights as well as tribal water
rights seeking to be established. Many river systems in
the Western U.S. exist in a delicate balance between the
exercise of water rights and the maintenance of minimum or seasonal instream flows to avoid endangered
species issues. The prevalence of endangered fish species
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Establishing and Preserving Tribal Rights in a Water Stressed West . . . cont’d.
Table 1. Summary of Tribal Water Right Settlements and Court Decrees.

State
Arizona

California

Colorado
Idaho
Montana

New Mexico

Nevada

Oregon
Utah

Washington
Wyoming

Year(s)
1978, 1984,
1992, 2000
1964
1964
1990
1964
2004
1988
1992, 1994, 1997
1982, 1992, 2004
2010
1994
2003
1964
1964, 2005
1988

2008
2000
2000
1990
2004
1999
2010
1992
2001
1985
2007
1992
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2009
1996
2006
1990
1997
1990
2000
1992
1993, 1996
1989

Tribe

Type of
Action1

Federal
Water Rights Funding to
Entitlement Tribe (2015$)
(afy)2
(millions)3,4

Ak-Chin Indian Community

CS

85,000

$62.5

Chemehuevi Indian Tribe
Colorado River Indian Tribe
Fort McDowell Indian Community
Fort Mojave Indian Tribe
Gila River Indian Community
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian
Community
San Carlos Apache Indian Tribe
Tohono O’Odham Nation
White Mountain Apache Tribe
Yavapai Prescott Indian Tribe
Zuni Heaven
Cocopah Indian Tribe
Quechan
(San Luis Rey) La Jolla, Ricon, San
Pasquale, Pauma, Pala Bands of
Mission Indians
Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians
Southern Ute Tribe
Ute Mountain Ute Tribe
Shoshone Bannock Tribes (Fort Hall)
Nez Perce Tribe
Chippewa Cree Tribe
Crow Nation
Northern Cheyenne Nation
Fort Belknap Indian Community
Assiniboine & Sioux Tribes (Fort Peck)
Blackfeet Nation
Jicarilla Apache Nation
Navajo Nation
Nambe Pueblo
Pojoaque Pueblo
San Ildefonso Pueblo
Tesuque Pueblo
Taos Pueblo
Shoshone Paiute Tribes (Duck Valley)
Las Vegas Palute Tribe
Moapa Band of Paiute Indians
Pyramid Lake Tribe
Confederated Tribes of the Warm
Springs Reservation
Paiute Shoshone Tribe (Fallon)
Shivwits Paiute Band
Ute Indian Tribe
Yakama Nation
Eastern Shoshone & Northern
Arapahoe Tribes (Wind River)

CD
CD
CS
CD
CS
CS

11,340
662,402
35,950
120,255
653,500
122,400

–
–
$45.0
–
$65.7
$94.0

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CD
CD
CS

77,435
66,000
99,000
1,550
7,000
10,847
77,966
16,000

$56.0
$49.3
$341.5
$0.3
$49.3
–
–
$59.4

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
SC
SC
SC
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
SA
SA
CS
SA

9,000
137,090
88,358
581,031
50,000
10,000
697,000
91,330
242,649
1,050,472
136,000
40,000
606,660
2,267
1,217
1,752
1,225
15,239
111,476
2,000
18,180
520,000
328,500

$12.0
$54.4
–
$39.6
$103.0
$55.0
$497.8
$97.7
–
–
–
$10.0
$79.7
$57.1
–
–
–
$95.0
$65.4
–
–
$117.0
–

CS
CS
CS
CD
CD

10,588
4,000
481,000
500,000
490,000

$77.4
$27.2
$331.5
–
–

8,273,679

$2,542.8

Total

Notes: 1Types of Actions: CS = Congressional Settlement, CD = Court Decree, SC = State Compact; SA = Settlement Agreement (Non-Congressional). 2Water Right Entitlements were estimated in acre-feet per year (afy) for some Tribes without a
clear volume quantification, or without a clear reference source. Italicized values under Water Right Entitlements indicates
known uncertainty in the value. 3Federal funding amounts are intended to be inclusive of direct tribal benefits and onReservation projects, but exclusive of shared/regional water projects. 4Funding amounts were indexed to 2015 dollars
using Consumer Price Index.
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Figure 1. Map of Tribal Reservations and Water Right Status Over Normal Annual Precipitation.
(Reservation layer from U.S. Census Bureau, colored based on water rights status.
Precipitation background image from PRISM Climate Group, showing 1981-2010
normalized average annual precipitation, with shading modified from original.)

and their associated biological opinions means that the
possibility of establishing a new tribal water use is all but
impossible on many river systems, without creating
a series of cascading water right curtailments along the
river system. Thus, while the tribes have senior priority
water rights, the fact that they often represent the newest
use on a river system can be seen to put them against environmental concerns and cause broad water conflicts as
the delicate balance is disrupted. The Navajo Nation
water right settlement on the San Juan River in New
Mexico is an example where Endangered Species Act
(ESA) concerns influenced the water rights negotiations,
requiring extensive hydrologic and fish habitat modeling
of the river system. The Klamath River Basin in Oregon
provides another example in which the tribal treaty
rights to instream flows (for endangered fish habitat) resulted in significant conflict as non-Indian water users in
the headwater creeks were required to shut down their
diversions.
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CHALLENGES IN PRESERVING
TRIBAL WATER RIGHTS
The quantification of a tribal water right, even thru
the less confrontational path of negotiated settlement,
can be a laborious and time intensive process; with an
average timeline of 10 years between the establishment
of a Federal negotiating team and completion of the settlement. It can feel as if the hard work is largely over
when the settlement gets signed into law, but implementing a settlement and preserving the water rights secured to tribes can be just as daunting a challenge.
One of the concerns coming out of the recent SIWRO
consultation process is the upfront and recurring costs of
implementing tribal water rights settlements. Historically, settlements have relied upon the Federal government
to bring most of the funding for new water projects to increase basin water supplies or to construct necessary
water infrastructure on reservation lands. The two most
recent legislative actions to approve five Indian water
rights settlements, the 2009 Omnibus Public Lands Act
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and the 2010 Claims Resolution Act, carried a price tag
of roughly $1.5 billion in Federal spending authorizations. Annual mandatory and discretionary funding within the Department of Interior to implement past tribal
water settlements has been around $200-$250 million in
the last four years. For those settlements that are currently in negotiation or are close to resolution, the need
to secure Congressional funding approval can be a significant roadblock, even more so because of national concerns about Federal spending and deficits. For those settlements that are being implemented, there is the challenge of maintaining sufficient funds to uphold the
provisions of the settlement. A related challenge is dealing with unforeseen funding shortfalls. The Tohono
O’Odham Nation in Arizona settled a portion of its water
rights under 1982 and 2004 settlement agreements. A
provision of the 2004 Arizona Water Settlement Act was
that the Department of Interior would utilize revenues in
a Cooperative Fund to pay the (variable) pumping costs
associated with the Nation’s Central Arizona Project
(CAP) water rights. The intent was to utilize the interest
from a $37 million Federal appropriation to the Cooperative Fund to pay the annual pumping costs. The pumping rates for CAP water have been steadily rising, from
$49 per acre-foot in 2010 to $75 per acre-foot in 2015,
with a projected cost of $99 per acre-foot in 2020. The
Cooperative Fund has not been able to maintain its balance while paying these higher rates, and is expected to
be depleted in 2016. There was no expectation that the
CAP variable rates would double in a decade, and upholding the Federal commitment to the Nation will be a
new challenge for a completed settlement.
An emerging concern for tribes with settled and
quantified water rights is the preservation of their future
(currently unused) water rights in the face of growing
water shortages within the surrounding river basins. A
unique aspect of tribal water rights is that rights are retained despite no beneficial use. This is done so that
tribes have a firm water supply to sustain tribal communities and economies on the lands reserved for them by
the U.S. government. Within the system of prior-appropriation, when a water supply is not used by (or is in excess of what is required by) a senior priority water right,
that water is available for use by junior priority rights.
Thus, when tribes, often being the most senior in priority, have not yet developed a use for some portion of their
water rights, that water physically goes down the system
to the next priority non-Indian water user. There is concern among tribes that the junior non-Indian water right
holders might become accustomed to receiving the water
supply that has been available (perhaps for decades) because of tribal non-use. While legally the Tribes would
have a right to divert the water and exercise their senior
priority rights, the political reality of doing so has raised
concerns. A prominent example of this is within the Colorado River Basin. The Bureau of Reclamation Colorado
River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study highlights
a projected water supply shortfall of 3.2 million acre-feet
per year by 2060. Importantly, this widely cited estimate
does not consider full use of quantified (through settlement or court decision) tribal water rights by the tribes
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on their reservations within the basin. Addressing the
anticipated basin shortage will be difficult, costly, and
potentially divisive, even without addressing tribal reserved water rights. The Ten Tribes Partnership has been
active in raising concerns about the study assumptions
regarding the future use of tribal water rights by tribes,
and the headwinds that tribes may face in exercising
their rights.
THE USE OF TRIBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND WATER MARKETS TO ADDRESS
SOME CHALLENGES
Despite the challenges that tribes may face in quantifying and preserving their water rights, there are reasons to be very hopeful about the future. For one, tribes
are resilient in the face of daunting challenges, and many
reservations have successfully faced conflicts and problems that make water rights seem minor. Tribal leaders
have shown great skill in engaging in cooperative dialogue and developing beneficial solutions, as well as pursuing opportunities to improve the lives of tribal members.
The Federal government is also working to address
some of the identified challenges. As part of the SIWRO
consultation process, the Department of Interior is looking at new ways of funding tribal water settlements in an
effort to avoid the political hurdles that such funding
needs face. The SIWRO is also considering how to incorporate and utilize tribal economic development plans as
one reference for quantifying Federal reserved water
rights claims for tribes. This concept builds upon the
idea of quantifying tribal water rights as sufficient to
maintain a reservation as a “permanent homeland” for
the tribe, which resulted from a 2001 court decision in
the Gila River Basin adjudication in Arizona. Many recent tribal water rights quantification efforts have relied
upon an economic development framework much broader than the standard PIA methodology, and future efforts
will need to build upon this framework. These broad economic development plans will look at all of the natural resources available on the reservation, not just the arable
land base, and also consider the regional economic environment of which the reservation is a part. These concepts are aimed at the quantification process for those
tribes seeking water rights, but they are firmly rooted in
the activities of tribes whose water rights have been settled. Many tribes with unique and diverse water asset
portfolios have engaged in economic development activities on their reservations, and have utilized their water
assets as a business development opportunity.
An area of great promise is the marketing of tribal
water rights to off-reservation uses. Across the Western
U.S., tribes have entered into mutually beneficial lease
agreements with public and private entities to generate
substantial revenues for tribes while potentially helping
to alleviate water shortages and conflicts. The very nature of tribal water rights, with some portion intended for
future use, are very amenable to leasing agreements that
can provide annual revenues to tribes in the short term,
while economic development to utilize the water on-
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reservation is pursued. The Ten Tribes
Table 2. Summary of Annual Tribal Water Marketing Volumes.
Partnership within the Colorado River
Basin has advocated the use of tribal
Annual Lease
water markets and the creation of a tribState
Tribe
Volume (afy)1
al water bank as a way to benefit tribes
and satisfy the pressing water demands
Arizona
Ak-Chin Indian Community
11,000
within the basin. In addition, the use of
Fort McDowell Indian Community
18,233
lease agreements and tribal water marGila River Indian Community
55,146
keting can be a cornerstone in crafting
Hopi Tribe
3,800
Navajo Nation
1,200
workable water rights settlement agreeSalt River Pima-Maricopa Indian
13,300
ments between tribes and non-Indian
Community
parties. Tribal water marketing can be
San
Carlos Apache Tribe
46,500
used to overcome both funding hurdles
White Mountain Apache Tribe
24,999
and limited water supply conflicts that
Yavapai Prescott Tribe
500
present a challenge to many settlement
California
Quechan
Tribe
(Fort
Yuma)
13,000
negotiations.
Idaho
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes (Fort Hall)
45,716
Currently, the total scale of tribal
water marketing is estimated at approxiMontana
Northern Cheyenne Nation
6,000
mately 260,000 acre-feet per year with
New Mexico
Jicarilla Apache Nation
17,300
an equivalent annual value of $19 milNevada
Moapa Band of Paiute Indians
3,300
lion per year (Table 2). Much of this acTotal
259,994
tivity has been located in the Southwest,
where water shortages have been preva1Water lease amounts were taken from the most recent year of known water
lent for decades and many tribal water
1lease activity for each tribe.
rights settlements have been completed;
however tribal water marketing is preauthor link Brett Bovee
sent across all regions of the Western U.S. Tribes often
West Water Research
market their water rights to municipal and industrial
418 S. Howes St., Ste, 220
uses, structured as both short and long term arrangeFort Collins, CO 80521
ments for residential growth, power production, and to
(970) 889-0469
bolster utility water portfolios. It is likely that the scale of
tribal water marketing will only grow in the future, as
bovee@waterexchange.com
E-Mail
tribal water rights continue to be resolved and tribes look
for economic opportunities. There are many tribes that
Brett Bovee is the Regional Director for WestWater Rebelieve their water rights, and the marketing and ecosearch, which focuses on understanding water markets
nomic development potential that they represent, hold
and the value of water in the Western U.S. Brett has been
the greatest promise for tribal prosperity in the future.
working on the engineering and technical aspects of Tribal water rights issues for over ten years. Brett is a registered civil engineer in five western states and a recognized hydrologist.
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FIRE AND WATER
Ron W. Goode and Lisa Beutler

Held on a damp January day in 2008 at the Konocti Resort and Casino, it wasn’t your everyday water managers
meeting. Sounds of slot machines and occasional whiffs
of cigarette smoke filtered into the room as meeting attendees cracked open doors to the generously sized meeting hall. Inside, state officials and 46 northern California
tribal attendees had gathered at a plenary graciously
hosted by the Big Valley Rancheria. The session goal was
to discuss how to integrate tribal water use and knowledge into the California Water Plan.
California is home to more people of Native American
heritage than any other state. There are more than 100
federally recognized Native American tribes in California
and nearly the same amount of entities petitioning for
recognition (non-federally recognized tribes). Each of
these tribes and tribal communities have distinct cultural, spiritual, environmental, economic, and public health
interests related to water.
That day a key activity involved constructing an outline of tribal water issues. Discussions had worked well
into the afternoon when from the center of the room
Melvin Carmen of the North Fork Mono Tribe raised his
hand. The facilitator asked what topic he wished to address. “Trees,” he stated, then “the forest.” The statement
caused a little confusion among the water officials. It was
a water meeting not a tree meeting.
Melvin continued, explaining that the way forests
were managed affected the water. He had many stories
from his own memories and stories from his elders that
had been passed on. Others in the group confirmed that
this was their experience as well.
Most of the topics shared at the gathering were familiar to the water officials but for this one on trees, they
were not fully sure of how to proceed. Then, by fate, just
days later, the same water officials received a visit from
the USDA Forest Service. Those representatives had
heard about the Water Plan and, the forest, they explained, was an important part of California’s water
cycle. They had come to see how they could make this
discussion more prominent.
From that point an important collaboration began
with Native Americans, the Water Plan Team, foresters,
hydrologists and other disciplines joining together to talk
about water forest management tools, like prescribed
fires, cultural burning, and meadow restoration.
Prescribed fire includes managed fire, control burns,
and cultural burning. Cultural burning refers to burning
identified species and a specific style of burning. It is Cultural because the essence of burning was pertinent and
substantial to the cultural livelihood of the Native American, indigenous inhabitant, and/or early settler. Cultural burning by Native Americans interconnected them not
only to the land but to their animal, reptile, bird, and
plant spiritual relatives. Therefore, conducting a cultural
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burn relates to what they burned, how they burned it,
and why they burned it.
Chuck Jachens, Regional Hydrologist for the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, notes that Native Americans have a long
history of fire use. “Fire promoted the desired ecological
state of the environment. These traditions and time of
season to burn for a desired effect have been passed
down generation to generation. Henry T. Lewis, a prominent author on the subject concluded there were at least
70 different reasons for the Indians firing vegetation.
These reasons included hunting, crop management, insect collection, pest management, improving growth and
yields, fireproofing areas, clearing areas for travel, felling
trees, and clearing riparian areas just to name a few.”
In the Mono tribal creation stories, Measuring Worm
tells the Nium (tribal people) to take their fires with them
and the water will rise. Mono babies were placed and
raised in a hooded basket, a basket made of their cultural resources (a continuum of their harvest sustainability), a basket with designs and animage of being able to
see through to the outer world. This constitutes their lifelong relationship to the land, water, and fire, upholding
their spirituality, philosophy, responsibility, and stewardship to all their relatives.

Understanding the historic use of fire in the watershed becomes even more critical in the context of
climate change ... Tribes evolved their practices
over millennia, including periods of multi-year
extreme drought and varying temperature regimes.
Historical accounts document Native Americans setting fires along their trails as they came out of the high
mountains and/or from their homeland camps as they
left their summer or early fall campsites in the forest for
their lower elevation foothill homes to live during the winter and spring months. Euro-American settlers in letters,
diaries, and articles also described Indians taking wet
gunny sacks up their trail system on their way to put out
fires.
Later, sheep herders became aware of the tribal practices, initially just tracking activity to control their flocks.
They understood the Indians knew the best trails to travel on and what practices to manage with. Later some
herders were said to set fires, as was formerly done by
nature and the Indians, to keep the forest floor clean of
accumulating pine needles, dead limbs, windfalls, and
similar debris (that provide tinder and fuel for the disastrous forest fires of this day and age) to improve pasture.
The story is deeper than just saying, “they lit fires on
their way out of the mountains” or “on their way back
from over the hill.” Many of today’s tribal elders remember the old Indians talking about how their fathers used
to burn the forests to improve their hunting grounds.
They did not burn the whole forest each year, but would
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Fire and Water ... cont’d.
select an area that was growing up with brush and getting an accumulation of needles and other trash. After
burning, this area would be a favorite hunting ground for
the next few years as the deer would move into the area
to get the new brush sprouts as well as the more abundant and favored range plants. Old cowboys (that often
included Indians) recounted that after three to five years
they would then burn another area. In the early 1950s
publications such as the Western Livestock Journal carried stories about these practices as they loudly objected
to Forest Service practices of fire suppression.
Then, after decades of fire suppression, land managers often linked fire and water in a negative way. Fire
was a water quality issue. Post-fire rain and snow melt
would result in floods from sheet flows and sediment and
debris clogging waterways. Damaging erosion wreaked
havoc on the landscape. Today, managers understand
that fire, depending on severity and intensity, can create
a positive influence on the hydrologic conditions of watersheds in many forest ecosystems.
The key is understanding the influence of wildfire on
hydrologic conditions. The forest can be broken down
into three major parts: surface cover, canopy, and soils.
Canopy is the top story of forest vegetation. It is the
crown above the surface cover and includes the above
ground shrubs, bushes, and trees (deciduous and
conifer). Canopy influences temperature and evaporation. The surface cover of a watershed consists of the organic forest floor, vegetation, bare soil, and rock. Soils influence hydrologic conditions by their water holding capacity, water absorption rates, and the rate of erosion.
For wildlife and the water cycle, the density, composition
and diversity of vegetation predicts overall system health.
Periodic, smaller, low heat fires result in a vegetation
regime that optimizes the water cycle (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Restoration Site Control Burn,
Sierra National Forest.
The Indians with their wet gunny sacks learned the
higher the flame of the fire, the harder it was to control.
Surface cover and weather were critical to evaluate in
managing the height and heat of a fire. The Mono have a
lifelong learning system involving fire that is still practiced. Men and women passed on the burning practices.
Originally a burner had some 30 or so years of burning
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to do between the years of 25 to 65 in which they would
ignite the landscape. It did not mean they lit fires every
time they came out of the mountains. They managed the
particular landscape they were traveling through, using
a three in ten year increment of burning. Once a fire area
had been secured, only two or three fires were necessary
over the next 20 years. Therefore, succeeding generations
did not have to start new burn areas unless they traveled
in or on trails that had not been burned.
To understand the magnitude of the practice,
throughout the 1.2 million acres of Sierra National Forest, there are 5,000 recorded archaeological sites and
more than 6,000 meadows. A large percentage of indigenous camp sites can be found near the meadows. Archaeological studies have indicated that indigenous people have been living throughout the entire forest for
5,000 plus years and venturing into the Sierras for some
15,000 years. In the lower foothills, artifacts date back
8,000-plus years. In 1800, there were more than 3,000
Nium living on the land. Burning for the enhancement of
resources for cultural purposes and benefits was an integral part of their livelihood. Many settlers and ranchers
today still using the techniques passed down from their
grandfathers who learned from the Indians they lived
with or were associated with.
From the tribal view at least 50 percent of the forest
needs some form of restoration today, and is getting only
15 percent of the fire needed to burn each year. Understanding and applying the Cultural Burn concept is very
important to rejuvenating resources for a healthy forest.
The reasons for the loss of this knowledge to modern,
professional land and water managers is complex and
the results sometimes devastating but the situation is
changing. Thanks to the collaborative efforts of tribes,
academics, and the professional water and land managers, California Water Plan Updates 2009 and 2013 include forest management strategy as a key water management tool.
The Water Plan explains this is particularly important for California as forest lands produce a diverse array
of resources such as water, timber, native vegetation,
fish, wildlife and livestock, and outdoor recreation. However, the water produced by these forests has economic
value that equals or exceeds that of any other forest resource (Krieger, 2001; California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection, 2003). Further, most of California’s
major rivers and a substantial portion of its runoff originate in these forests. Therefore, most of California’s
major water development projects are tied strongly to
forested watersheds. Importantly forest management activities can affect water quantity and quality.
The Water Plan strategy focuses on forest management activities, on both public and privately-owned forest lands, whose goals specifically include improvement
of the availability and quality of water for downstream
users. The Forest Service has also entered into active collaborations with tribes to adopt traditional ecological
practices such as cultural burns to address today’s management concerns. As Dirk Charley, the Forest Service
tribal relations manager in the Sierra region and member
of the Dunlap Band of Mono Indians enjoys saying, re-
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stored meadows “retain water like a sponge,” Charley
also notes that as more and more people learn of these
collaborations they incorporate the principles into their
own land management practices.
CRANE VALLEY MEADOW RESTORATION
(Restoring the Deergrass, Rejuvenating
the Spring and Water Table,
Recreating the Meadow Ambiance)
At the Crane Valley meadow restoration site located
in the Sierra National Forest, Forest Service personnel
conduct control burns with the tribe on a consulting
basis. The initial targeted species was, and still is, the
deergrass. This site is less than five acres but adjoins
larger acreage that was burned 15 years ago. This site
has a natural spring that was barely flowing when
restoration started in 2003. Before 2003, there were no
young oaks except for shrub oak. The site was inundated by a pine plantation and from a fire perspective this
type of plantation creates the very hot fires discussed
earlier.
Approximately five resources used culturally were evident when restoration started. The site was also covered
by invasive plants such as Scotch broom. The invasive
species as well as the undergrowth were hand removed
by volunteers from statewide organizations, community
supporters, tribal members, and forestry employees. The
Bass Lake Ranger District burner has put three fires on
the upper half of the site and one burn on the lower half.
A combination of broadcast burning, coupled with individual plant species ignition and or torching has been applied.
The result is that the spring has returned to running
through the meadow for most of the summer, even in the
midst of the multi-year drought. Every year resources
continue to return to the restoration site; the last count
showed 40 plus plants, flowers, medicines, teas, and cultural resources now as a harvestable crop (Figure 2). Native grasses have returned in abundance and with water
and forage, wildlife has returned from year one. Deer and
an occasional black bear are observed. Cat tracks are
constant with each visit, and Pacific Fisher is also known
to be in the area. Hawks of several species have been
spotted and birds of several varieties are now present,
singing and building nests.
In 2013 two pairs of volunteers, following what was
done in the ancestral era when the Native American diet
included plentiful grass seed, used cedar boughs to walk
the entire five acres beating all the native grasses so the
seed would be spread out. Acorn and the deer grass were
harvested for the first time as well in 2013. Mint was
taken by the shopping bag-full on several occasions.
Yarrow is plentiful, and even a few strawberries have
been harvested. Over the course of the decade, and
through today, tribal members and forest employees
work the site two to three times a year. Volunteers are
brought in on an annual basis.
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Figure 2. Spring Flowers Return to a Restored
Meadow, Sierra National Forest.
GREY’S MOUNTAIN BLACK
OAK GROVE RESTORATION
(Regenerating Healthiness of the Black Oak
Orchard and Enhancing the Watershed)
This burn area is above Bass Lake (near Yosemite,
California) at approximately 5,000-foot elevation. The
Bass Lake Ranger District fuels management specialist
with tribal consultation incorporates traditional ecological knowledge provided by the North Fork Mono Tribe
practitioners. The burner is mostly interested in maximizing the acreage burned, and this is a 200 acre prescribed burn. However, the burner, who himself is Native
American, has implemented cultural burn practices
along with the prescribed burn. There are some 50 black
oaks total within the 200 acres, and about 30 in one
grove. These trees benefited from the opening up of the
canopy and the removing of conifers detrimental to the
oaks. Small pile burns were applied to the black oaks
and the thick duff was burned under the oaks. The trees,
because of the conifer canopy, have all grown very tall,
reaching for the sunlight. Therefore, a low intensity burn
has been good for eliminating parasites and weevils but
did not supply enough heat and smoke to the tree tops
where the acorns are. As with the Crane Valley site the
overall watershed is improving. The root system of the
sourberry is now retaining water longer, evidenced by the
soil dampness for a longer period of time in the summer.
The water table is visible in shallow wallows for longer
periods of time well into the summer at the 5,000-foot elevation of Grey’s Mountain Black Oak Orchard.
FIRE AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Understanding the historic use of fire in the watershed becomes even more critical in the context of climate
change. Tribes evolved their practices over millennia, including periods of multi-year extreme drought and varying temperature regimes. These smaller, controlled fire
events reduced the occurrence of the catastrophic fire
events like those seen in recent years and supported a
healthy water system.
Climate model predictions suggest future shifts in
precipitation resulting in more rainfall and less snowfall
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at mid-elevations in the Sierra Nevada (see http://www.
water.ca.gov/climatechange for more detail). More rapid
spring snowmelt in the Sierra Nevada is already occurring (Peterson et al., 2008). This predicted shift toward
less snow is critically important for California water managers because the existing water infrastructure is designed to use snowpack as natural winter storage with
snowmelt capture into the summer. If snow is replaced
by rain at mid-elevations, winter flood peaks are likely to
become larger and more frequent, and reservoir storage
is likely to be exceeded in wet months when demand is
low. Correspondingly, summer stream base flows will be
lower in times of greater need. Improving the capacity for
forest soils to absorb moisture from rainfall will increase
water quality, reduce flood events and in many cases
recharge aquifers, thus extending the natural water storage capacity.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Beyond changing the human relationship with the
forest, cultural fire and water management practices deliver a good return on investment. Forest Service controlled burning projects cost, on average, less than $600
per acre. According to hydrologist Craig Oehrli of the
USDA Forest Service and soil scientist Randy Westmoreland of the Tahoe National Forest, costs of recent constructed meadow restoration projects, including planning and environmental compliance, range from approximately $1,000 to $2,500 per acre, with the higher costs
being associated with projects that require construction
of new channels using heavy equipment and end-hauled
materials. Translated to a water quality and water supply acre foot return, these are among the cheapest and
easiest to implement of all the water management options. Yet, at these smaller scales, projects of this nature
have difficulty competing with dams and high visibility
constructed infrastructure for funds.
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NEXT STEPS
In less than a decade, with leadership from tribal
voices, traditional ecological knowledge and the marriage
of fire and water is better understood. The tools of the ancient past hold promise for helping to solve the water
dilemmas of the future.
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IMPROVING CLIMATE RESILIENCY IN TRIBAL COMMUNITIES:
PARTNERING FOR CHANGE IN THE MISSOURI RIVER BASIN
Crystal J. Stiles, Natalie Umphlett, James Rattling Leaf, Sr.,
Martha D. Shulski, Doug Kluck, Michael Hayes, and Chad McNutt
INTRODUCTION
Extreme climate events are a common feature in the
Missouri River Basin. Located in the Great Plains, the
basin experiences a climate that is highly variable, including droughts, floods, and extreme temperatures. In
some cases, conditions have flipped from one extreme to
the other in a matter of months, such as the extreme
flooding in the basin in 2011 that was followed by an
equally extreme drought in 2012. Many issues or economic sectors including energy production, agricultural
production, ecosystem viability, transportation, recreation, and the municipalities in the region have found
themselves directly in the path of these disasters. The toll
on communities, private interests, and tribal, local, state,
and federal government agencies has been immense. In
spite of these harsh realities, Native American communities and cultures have long withstood these events and
found ways to survive. These adaptations and general resilience capacities are valuable lessons not only for the
Native communities, but for other parts of society as well.
In response to drought planning and resiliency
needs, the National Integrated Drought Information System (NIDIS) Missouri River Basin Regional Drought Early
Warning System kicked off in the winter of 2014. Initial
efforts have largely focused on assessing climate monitoring and drought management on tribal lands. Twentyeight tribes are based within the Missouri River Basin,
with tribal lands spanning over 20 million acres. NIDIS
has sponsored several meetings specifically for tribes,
which bring together tribal representatives, climatologists, and social scientists who are working on climate
and drought monitoring, assessment, and preparedness.
Initial meetings have focused on the climate and drought
issues that are specific to individual tribes and determining what capacity is available, or needed, to address
those issues. Although some resources already exist, it
became apparent at these meetings that a combination of
local knowledge of the landscapes, water resources,
ecosystems, and climate should be used to create new resources specifically for the tribes to use for their decision
making needs. This article provides perspectives on the
process of working with tribes on climate and drought issues by several agencies and institutions through recent
examples from the Missouri River Basin.
EXAMPLES OF CURRENT WORK WITH TRIBES IN
THE MISSOURI RIVER BASIN
Wind River (Wyoming) Region
One region where drought early warning and enhanced climate monitoring efforts are gaining momentum is the Wind River Indian Reservation. The reserva-
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tion is comprised of over two million acres in west-central
Wyoming and is home to the Eastern Shoshone and
Northern Arapaho tribes. Part of the reservation is a
mountainous region, and the terrain contributes to large
climate variability and extreme climate conditions. The
climate is arid, as the region averages only about 10
inches of precipitation per year, so farmers largely depend on irrigation for their crops. The primary water
source on the reservation comes from the Wind River and
its tributaries, which are fed by snowmelt from the Rockies. Abnormally warm winter/spring temperatures and
drought conditions can result in a low snowpack year,
which is detrimental to water resources upon which the
tribes depend. The tribes are particularly concerned
about managing drought conditions given their limited
water resources. Several federal and state agencies, as
well as academic institutions, have come together to help
the tribes of Wind River enhance climate monitoring and
drought management for the region. The primary interaction has been through a series of workshops, two of
which were held on the reservation, in order for these
agencies and institutions to understand local capacity
and conditions and to build relationships with tribal
members.

Historically, tribes have not always been appropriately involved in decisions or setting priorities
that affect their communities ... the result has
been a lack of trust between government and
tribes, which in turn has led to the failure of many
past policies and programs.
Northeast Kansas Region
In a similar capacity, several agencies and academic
institutions have been working with the following four
northeast Kansas-based tribes on climate and drought
issues: (1) the Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska, (2)
Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri in Kansas and Nebraska,
(3) the Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas, and (4) Prairie Band
Potawatomi Nation. Unlike the Wind River Indian Reservation, the northeast Kansas tribal lands are located in
the eastern Great Plains where precipitation averages approximately 36 inches per year. The Kansas-based tribes
are more reliant upon direct precipitation for their water
needs. The tribes’ surface water sources are highly vulnerable to drought, and groundwater problems have impacted these surface water sources, so there is interest in
learning more about groundwater in the region. Workshops have also been held with these tribes to share information and assess their capacity to manage drought
and climate extremes.
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While the tribes of Wind River and northeast Kansas
have different priorities and management strategies
where climate issues are concerned, many of the challenges of and opportunities for managing drought and
water resources on these tribal lands are very similar. As
for challenges, the tribes are dealing with data issues,
such as sparse or low-quality data. They also desire to be
proactive about managing drought by developing drought
plans and conducting drought vulnerability assessments. Regarding opportunities, these tribes are interested in developing periodic climate summaries, which
condense a vast amount of climate information into a
simple, nontechnical summary format that is intended as
a decision support tool for water managers and producers who make decisions based on climate conditions.
Also, the tribes are seeking additional resources for improving management of drought and climate extremes by
applying for grants from federal agencies such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs, as well as working with tribal colleges in their respective regions to leverage resources and
involve youth in these projects. For example, the northeast Kansas-based tribes are planning to work with
Haskell Indian Nations University to help with some of
the technical aspects of the projects. Several agencies
and institutions have had an important role in facilitating these actions with the tribes of both Wind River and
northeast Kansas, and perspectives from some of these
agencies are provided below.
INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVES
Doug Kluck and Chad McNutt, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
NIDIS and the National Centers for Environmental
Information (NCEI), both part of NOAA, have led an engagement process to introduce, learn, and share climate
related information with numerous Missouri River Basin
tribes. Aided by regional institutions including the National Drought Mitigation Center and High Plains Regional Climate Center, and key trusted partners within
“Indian Country,” this NOAA initiative has begun to find
success. The goals of these interactions are to build
awareness and resilience within the indigenous sovereign
nations using existing tools, data, monitoring, and
processes that could further the tribes’ abilities to adapt
to and mitigate extreme climate events. Since 2011,
NIDIS and regional NCEI have focused on engaging tribes
in the Missouri Basin mainly due to need, as well as the
extremes experienced in the region. Initial interactions
included NOAA and its partners conducting a series of
workshops for tribal resource managers at tribal colleges
and universities in the upper Missouri Basin. From these
meetings, and a 2014 basin-wide meeting, several projects have been initiated. Some of these activities include:
updating existing or creating new drought plans, developing drought/climate summaries and testing the depiction of drought on reservation lands using the U.S.
Drought Monitor (USDM), development of research programs targeted at tribal colleges and universities for improving resilience in tribal communities, and sharing
drought planning successes from across Indian Country.
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These activities are being conducted with the Wind River
tribes, the four northeast Kansas-based tribes, and several tribes located in South Dakota.
Martha Shulski, High Plains Regional
Climate Center (HPRCC)
The HPRCC represents one of NOAA/NCEI’s six Regional Climate Centers in the United States (U.S.) and
covers the states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Wyoming, and Colorado. Our mission is
to increase the use and availability of climate data and
information and in doing so engage with a wide variety of
users and stakeholders, including Native American
tribes. The HPRCC began engaging with tribes in the region in 2010 through participation in tribal-focused
workshops such as the Indigenous Peoples Climate
Change Working Group and Native Peoples Native Homelands. Through interactions at these venues, the HPRCC
is slowly becoming aware of tribal needs with regard to
climate information, and tribes are becoming aware of
the HPRCC and our services. The overarching themes of
our interactions have been to strengthen capacity of tribal resources and increasing resiliency to climate variability and change. Engagement in tribal led workshops has
led to a multitude of interactions between HPRCC and
tribes in the Missouri Basin. For example, the HPRCC
has offered training sessions to tribal college faculty on
regional climate change and where to find climate information. We have traveled to elementary and middle
schools on reservations to educate youth and communities on instrumentation to observe weather and help install weather stations at tribal colleges for use in classroom activities. Furthermore, we have worked together
with tribes to develop ways in which to bring climate information in a usable and relevant form. A paramount
lesson learned from our work in Indian Country is to
build the relationship with individuals with whom you
are working and listen to the wealth of local knowledge.
We view our collaboration as a two-way street and learn
just as much, if not more, than we offer to tribal communities. Also of importance is having flexibility, going
through proper protocol such as approval from tribal
councils, and learning the background, history, and issues of the specific tribe. Each of these aspects for us has
led to successful engagements and productive relationships.
Michael Hayes, National Drought
Mitigation Center (NDMC)
Since 1995, the NDMC has emphasized the importance of reducing the societal vulnerability to drought by
promoting planning and the adoption of appropriate risk
management techniques. Appropriate risk management
strategies can be classified into three main components:
monitoring and early warning, planning, and mitigation.
For example, in collaboration with NOAA and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, the NDMC helped develop the
weekly USDM product in 1999 as a comprehensive early
warning approach to characterize drought severity and
spatial extent on the basis of multiple indicators. The
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USDM has resulted in an enhanced awareness of
drought and its management and is now the legal basis
for many management decisions made by federal and
state governments. Over the years, the NDMC has assisted countless individuals and organizations in drought
risk management at all scales, including individual farms
and ranches, communities, tribal lands, states, river
basins, and countries around the world. The NDMC has
a long legacy of working with tribes on drought risk management. Partnering with the Bureau of Reclamation, the
NDMC assisted multiple tribes in developing drought
plans during the late 1990s and 2000s. The NDMC has
assisted with multiple tribal oriented workshops over the
years, most recently partnering with NIDIS on several of
these. Using the USDM tool, the NDMC and its partners
have developed products specifically designed for tribal
decision makers in the Wind River Indian Reservation,
for the Kansas-based tribes, and for the Four-Corners
Region of the U.S. Southwest.
James Rattling Leaf, Sr., NIDIS and
Rattling Leaf Consulting
The purpose of the workshops that NIDIS has convened recently was to engage and initiate a long-term
commitment to providing tribes with the drought information and resources needed to better monitor and respond to inter-annual drought conditions and long term
climate changes. These efforts by NIDIS are grounded in
the commitment to help facilitate and establish long term
partnerships between tribal constituents and federal
agencies, universities, and other entities in order to meet
the federal trust responsibility. A major focus of the
NIDIS-tribal engagements centered on ensuring that in a
changing climate, the drought information needed to
help meet trust responsibilities will include credible,
timely, and relevant tools to enable Native communities
to adapt to and mitigate impacts from drought.
However, a common problem slowing efforts on tribal lands centers around the lack of well defined collaborative partnerships between tribes and non-Native entities that lack trust, consistency, and follow through on
both ends. Establishing trust partnerships takes time,
however armed with a clearer definition and understanding of trust obligations and a list of projects can help refine expectations on both sides, encourage open communication, and more efficiently implement lasting actions.
NIDIS is involved with tribal governments, tribal colleges,
and universities to define and implement what best practice looks like from their unique and different cultural
perspectives. Tribal stakeholders at local and regional
pilot levels are key to informing and guiding all NIDIS implementation activities and teams.
Historically, tribes have not always been appropriately involved in decisions or setting priorities that affect
their communities. The result has been a lack of trust between government and tribes, which in turn has led to
the failure of many past policies and programs. It is crucial for researchers entering into sustainable partnerships with tribal communities to develop an understanding and respect for: (1) indigenous cultures and knowledge, (2) tribal sovereignty and how it is exercised in the
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context of research regulation, and (3) the historic and
present-day context of research with tribal communities
broadly and in the specific community/communities
with whom the researcher plans to work. In this way, researchers commit to a process of learning how the cultures, sovereignty, and experiences of tribal peoples
shape the context of research.
CONCLUSION
We hope this article has demonstrated that working
with tribes is truly a unique experience. It is important to
keep in mind that the way in which communication and
subsequent collaborations develop with tribes is often
very different from the manner in which they develop
with other groups. The process requires commitment,
flexibility, and a willingness to learn about Native cultures because it takes time to build relationships and establish trust, as well as understand the unique circumstances relating to the context of each tribe. Respecting
cultural sensitivities, such as the importance of data privacy, is a critical component of successful collaborations
with tribes. We look forward to continuing our work with
tribes in the Missouri River Basin to learn about how
they have managed adverse climate conditions in the
past, as well as help them increase their resiliency to climate extremes and climate change in the future.
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THE EVOLUTION OF TRIBAL POLICY IN CALIFORNIA
Anecita S. Agustinez and Emily Alejandrino

Native American peoples have a relationship with water
that is beyond the scope of an economic resource, or
commodity often conceptualized by the state. Traditional
Native values hold water as sacred, the essence of creation of all life, and the foundation of their individual
Tribal creation stories, traditions, and prayers. California
Native American tribes have been an integral part of
stewarding the landscape decades before California’s development of environmental policies and conservation
initiatives. Indigenous knowledge and practices of land,
water use, and management have been passed down
from generation to generation. Utilizing indigenous values on water and traditional ecological knowledge (TEK)
through meaningful tribal engagement, outreach, and inclusive policies is a positive way to influence and
strengthen California’s natural water resource management.
In order to be more inclusive of tribal voices and perspectives the state must engage in meaningful tribal consultation and outreach. Meaningful tribal engagement is
an important part of overcoming barriers when working
with tribes, and remedying past and present water decisions that were, or are made in the absence of tribal voice
or consent. Throughout history the lack of inclusive tribal engagement has lead to a distrust in state and federal
governments. When water decisions are made without
the consideration of tribal input, the decision can result
in devastating impacts for the tribe. These impacts can
be things such as lack of access to sacred sites, reduced
flows for protecting and harvesting fish, or restrictions on
accessible and portable water. In order to prevent or mitigate these impacts to tribal peoples, it is important to
build meaningful relationships with tribes through inclusive policies.
Before policies like the Winters Doctrine of 1908,
there were very little policy efforts to protect the health
and welfare of tribes and their aboriginal water rights.
The Winters Doctrine provides tribes with senior water
rights, granting them authority to sustain the present
and future needs of their reservations. Since Winters several other policies resulting from cases like United States
v. Adair (1983) have provided tribal communities with
another layer of protection to their aboriginal water
rights. The resulting Adair precedent provides tribal communities with sufficient flows and water levels to protect
their treaty rights to fish, wildlife, and vegetation. These
protective measures give tribes jurisdiction to create
their own tradition based environmental programs under
the Clean Water Act using mechanisms such as, the Section 106 Pollution Control Program, and the Water Quality Standards Program.
In California, Executive Order B-10-11, issued by
Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr., on September 19,
2011, called the State to build meaningful relationships
with federally and non-federally recognized tribes, while
recognizing and respecting tribal sovereignty. The Exec-
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utive Order also established the position of the California
Governor's Tribal Policy Advisor. The Tribal Advisor provides the Governor and his Cabinet with advice on issues
that affect tribes, and acts as a bridge between tribes,
state governments, and local agencies by promoting communication and effective consultation. The Governor's
Tribal Policy Advisor also has the obligation to develop
relationships and provide consultation training to all
state agency liaisons called Tribal Policy Advisors, or in
some departments, Tribal Liaisons. As state intergovernmental relationships with tribes develop, liaisons are
making more of an effort to take Native values into account in order to communicate appropriately and effectively with all California Native American tribes about
water related issues that affect them in their territories
and homelands.
It the nearly four years since the Executive Order was
issued state agencies have slowly begun to invite tribes to
the table. But, even as progress is moving forward there
are still examples where extensive tribal outreach and
engagement is vital. In the Central Valley region one federally recognized tribe has been working for decades to
secure aboriginal water rights that date back to treaties
from the 1850s. The tribe cannot re-affirm their water
rights because they have not been agreeably quantified.
(See Brett Bovee’s article on Establishing and Preserving
Tribal Water Rights in a Water Stressed West for more on
the quantification topic.) Due to the quantification conflict they have been unable to secure enough federal
funding, or state and local support to exercise their basic
aboriginal water rights resulting in the water storage
supply in dry months running well below the basic needs
of the tribe to complete everyday tasks such as cooking,
bathing, or farming. According to the 2000 census the
reservation poverty rate is 50 percent higher than the
county it is located in as a whole, with higher mortality
rates, and substantially higher unemployment rates. The
tribe associates a portion of the relatively low standard of
living with the absence of an adequate and reliable
potable water system. Some members of the tribe have
admitted to being too embarrassed to go to work or
school during summer months because they don’t have
access to enough water to bathe or wash their clothes.

As California enters a fourth year of drought, and
recorded water year 2015 as the driest winter in
California’s written record, utilizing the knowledge
of peoples who have proven cultural practices to
ensure sustainable use of water is vital to the
future of our water.
In addition to policies specific to tribes, on September 25, 2012, Governor Brown, signed into law AB 685,
(now Water Code Section 106.3) which statutorily recognizes that every human being has the right to safe, clean,
affordable, and accessible water adequate for human
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consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes. Called the
Human Right to Water Bill, this legislation made California the first state (and only) in the nation to legally recognize such a right to water. This Bill extends to all Californians, including vulnerable and marginalized individuals, groups, and communities in rural, tribal, and
urban areas and establishes a state agency duty to the
factors of safety, affordability, and accessibility – in all
relevant policy, programming, and budgetary activities.
Yet today the Central Valley tribe situation still exists
and is only worse with the punishing drought. This example of injustice and poor access to a vital life source
shows the major flaws in our current system. In this situation, state and federal governments have the unique
ability to step in and consult with the tribes, and help
bring meaningful and effective services to tribes by helping them quantify their water rights and secure funding
for water improvements and emergency services.
Conversely, an example of meaningful collaboration
and tribal engagement on multiple levels exists with the
Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation located in Humboldt
County. In 1988, after decades of efforts and complex political battles the Hoopa and Yurok Tribes of the Klamath
finally gained victory in the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act
for strong senior water rights. A unique collaboration of
legislative, executive branches, tribal departments, and
state agencies collaborated to secure the Tribes distinct
ability to exercise inherent power to regulate activities
that threaten the political integrity or health and welfare
of the Tribes. Here engaging tribal perspectives and interest as part of the decision process has resulted in a
success for the Tribes and the environment.
These stories of California Native American Tribes
struggles and victories outlines the importance of outreach, engagement, and collaboration with tribal governments and communities. To ensure decisions are made
with the best interest of the state and the environment.
tribes need to be part of the conversation. State agencies
need to continue inviting and assisting tribal governments to participate in water planning efforts and take
advantage of funding when possible. The future of cooperation and coordination must continue to remain on
going. Due to recent initiatives, tribes in California are
more actively involved in collaborating with governmental agencies, local entities, and academia. By sharing
their knowledge on the management of natural resources
in influential outlets such as the 2013 California Water
Plan update, policy makers and influential actors alike
can become more aware of their policy implications on
tribes and the importance of tribal knowledge in building
water policy.
As an example of improved state efforts, in April
2013, over 200 representatives from California Native
American Tribes, Federal and state agencies, and Native
American organizations participated in the second California Tribal Water Summit held in Sacramento, California. The Summit showcased three key concepts: traditional ecological knowledge (called TEK), indigenous
rights to water, and watershed management and land
use. The Summit was a dialog of mutual respect on water
issues among the highest tribal, state and Federal government leaders, and officials to maximize resources and
build effective partnerships. The two-day Summit con-
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cluded with the Guiding Principles and Statement of
Goals for Implementation (http://www.waterplan.water.
ca.gov/docs/tws/2013/Guiding%20Principles_FINAL
for%20proceedingsv%202.pdf). Participants declared
their commitment to advance relationships and meaningful dialog, cooperation and coordination between
tribes, state agencies, and Federal agencies. The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) is committed
to take it to the next level by creating its own culturally
sensitive and inclusive tribal consultation policy, and
hosting events, workshops, and trainings to provide
tribes and DWR employees with opportunities to outreach, learn, and engage in a meaningful way.
In September 2014, a Traditional Ecological Knowledge Training Workshop was held in Sacramento, California (http://climate.calcommons.org/sites/default/
files/TEKprogram.9.11.pdf). The purpose of the event
served to inform and engage the California Landscape
Conservation Cooperative committee members, partner
agencies, and non-governmental organizations the value
of TEK and the sensitive nature of the information.
Speakers shared examples of partnerships between
tribes in the Eastern Sierras and federal agencies where
TEK has influenced the management of forests through
prescribed burns. There was also an example of a comanagement agreement between a tribal consortium and
a state agency over a valley that was the ancestral land
of the Mountain Maidu Tribe seeking the partnership.
These state and tribal collaborations highlight the emerging potential of strong relationships and better cultural
understanding.
As California enters a fourth year of drought, and
recorded water year 2015 as the driest winter in California’s written record, utilizing the knowledge of peoples
who have proven cultural practices to ensure sustainable
use of water is vital to the future of our water. Continuing to develop more effective and meaningful state level
tribal engagement is key to deepen and expand the relationships between the decision makers and the tribal
community, in order to develop effective water management, expanded perspectives, and the leveraging of resources and beneficial partnerships.
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THE INDIGENOUS RIGHTS RISK REPORT:
HARNESSING MARKET FORCES TO DEFEND INDIGENOUS WATER RIGHTS
Katie Cheney

Resources worth billions of dollars are extracted from
Indigenous territories every year and First Peoples are
among the world’s most vulnerable, marginalized, and
disadvantaged groups. Arguably one of the resources
most at risk is water. Across the globe, Indigenous Peoples are increasingly required to compete with the agriculture, energy, and drinking water industries for their
communities’ scarce water reserves. In response some
communities are actively objecting to the exploitation of
resources and native peoples. Recent community backlash against the Keystone XL pipeline, protests against
oil and gas concession auctions in Ecuador and Peru,
and violent resource conflicts in Indonesia demonstrate
the trend. Poor community engagement practices are not
just bad for Indigenous Peoples they are a poor business
practice.
Investors and other decision makers have not taken
note. As risk increases for both industries and Indigenous communities, the Indigenous Rights Risk Report
(Report), prepared by First Peoples Worldwide (FPW)
(Adamson and Pelosi, 2014), offers an innovative tool for
governments and industries to mitigate social risks and
for Indigenous peoples to defend their resources, lands,
and rights. The 2014 report, is the first mechanism available to evaluate the social and economic risks of poor Indigenous engagement practices from an investment perspective. FPW utilized five indicators: Country Risk, Reputation Risk, Community Risk, Legal Risk, and Risk
Management, to determine their risk of Indigenous community opposition or violations of Indigenous Peoples’
rights. Unveiled at the 2014 Socially Responsible Investors Conference, the final product reflects two years of
consultations with investment analysts, industry professionals, and Indigenous Peoples.
Developed with a focus on practices in the extractive
industries the indicators have great promise for evaluating an even broader range of projects and programs, including those in the water sector. Further the water and
extractive industries are already linked. Mining operations use water for mineral processing and metal recovery, controlling dust, and meeting the needs of workers
on site. The amount of water required by a mine varies
depending on its size, the mineral being extracted, and
the extraction process used. Water withdrawals for United States (U.S.) mining in 2010 were 5.32 billion gallons
per day or about 1 percent of total withdrawals from all
uses and mining withdrawals accounted for the largest
percentage increase (39 percent) in water use between
2005 and 2010 (Maupin et al., 2010). Canadian mining
water use is estimated at about 4 percent of total use and
at 2-3 percent in Australia (http://www.miningfacts.org).
There is also growing public interest in water use by the
oil and gas industry and in the numerous water quality
issues related to many extractive industry operations.
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The Report analyzes 52 U.S. oil, gas, and mining
companies with projects operating on or near Indigenous
territories around the globe, impacting some 150 Indigenous communities. Researchers found that for all 330
extractive industry project sites analyzed, an astounding
89 percent had medium to high risk exposure to Indigenous community opposition or violations of Indigenous
Peoples’ rights. Yet, only 6 percent of publicly-held U.S.
oil, gas, and mining companies utilize adequate risk
management tools when working with communities.
These poor practices make Indigenous Peoples increasingly vulnerable to extractive projects’ negative social and
environmental impacts. The Report also demonstrated
how bad governance is bad for business - nearly 60% of
all projects operating in high risk countries were rated as
high risks themselves.
Additionally, the extractive industry’s risky social
practices have proven to continuously expose shareholders to financial loss, as exhibited by TransCanada in
their push for the Keystone XL Pipeline. Since 2008,
TransCanada Corporation has increased estimated capital investments for the Pipeline by $2.5 billion due to
“lengthy delays,” many of which were caused by community protests and opposition from environmental groups.
TransCanada severely underestimated social costs on
the front end of the project, taking a reactive rather than
proactive approach to community opposition. At this
rate, TransCanada, along with many other companies,
faces a future of continued protests, site closures, and
diminished shareholder ratings – ultimately amounting
to profit loss.

... the legal risk indicator is reported by First
Peoples Worldwide to be the fastest growing, as
evidenced by strengthening legal protections for
Indigenous Peoples’ rights around the world ...
HARNESSING MARKET FORCES IN THE
INDIGENOUS MOVEMENT
Using market mechanisms to incentivize market-driven companies has been a largely absent strategy in the
Indigenous movement, and for good reason. The history
of corporate engagement with Indigenous Peoples is riddled with more horror stories than successes, from companies operating on Indigenous lands without consent
to inflicting lasting damage to ancestral lands. Yet, Indigenous Peoples are utilizing more and more tools of resistance every day. One-hundred forty-eight countries
have signed on to the United Nations’ Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including the U.S. Thanks
to Indigenous advocacy; social media has garnered international attention for Indigenous issues like never before;
communities are increasingly using the practice of Free,
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Prior, Informed Consent (FPIC) to defend their lands
and natural assets. The next step: Indigenous Peoples
determining the relationship they want to have with corporations, through leveraging assets and harnessing
market forces.
How? By quantifying the cost of violating Indigenous
rights, corporations can see that failing to properly engage with Indigenous communities causes them profit
loss. The bottom line can now create an incentive to start
respecting Indigenous voices. Simultaneously, Indigenous Peoples are more aware of their leverage in corporate relationships, as a market value is placed on their
consent to work with business entities. The Report is the
first tool that shows that corporations failing to account
for social risks when engaging with Indigenous Peoples
are going to pay for it.
RISK FACTORS
Projects on or near Indigenous territories were assessed against five risk indicators (Country Risk, Reputation Risk, Community Risk, Legal Risk, and Risk Management), and rated on a scale of 1 (indicating low risk)
to 5 (indicating high risk) for each. The weighted average
of these ratings determined a project's risk score, gauging its susceptibility to Indigenous community opposition, or violations of Indigenous Peoples’ rights.
Country Risk
FPW analyzed risks associated with Indigenous
recognition by host governments, land rights, and community consultation, demonstrating how resource-rich
countries’ negligible or nonexistent policies towards Indigenous Peoples affect the companies that work within
their borders. Strikingly, the Report found that poor governance and negligible policies for Indigenous Peoples in
host countries is bad for business - nearly 60 percent of
all projects operating in high risk countries were rated as
high risks themselves. This connection between bad
business and bad government is becoming increasingly
evident in Canada, Indonesia, Ecuador, Peru, and other
emerging resource economies. In 2013, a consortium of
Canadian leaders (including industry representatives)
warned that Canada is “heading for a gridlock in energy
development that will rob the country of future wealth
unless it can solve vexing environmental and Aboriginal
conflicts.” Indonesia has become saturated with violent
resource conflicts, with more than 2,230 Indigenous
communities requesting investigations into violations of
their land rights. Also in 2013, auctions for oil and gas
concessions in Ecuador and Peru encountered both vehement opposition from Indigenous Peoples and “underwhelming” interest from companies – raising speculations that the Indigenous protests influenced companies’
decisions. Poor governance is bad for business – governments that disregard Indigenous rights are propagating
volatile business environments that threaten the viability of investments in their countries.
Reputation Risk
Reputation Risk assessed current and former negative attention to the project, and other projects in close
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geographic proximity, from the media, NGOs, and other
groups that influence public opinion and can affect the
company’s reputation. The report found that not only are
Indigenous voices becoming louder, the media spotlight
on Indigenous Peoples and resource extraction is shining
brighter: 126 projects were exposed to negative attention
from the media in 2014. Furthermore, 50 percent of all
projects that the Report analyzed were at high risk of
poor media exposure. These numbers indicate that the
media spotlight on Indigenous Peoples and resource extraction is shining brighter by the year, and that negative
attention that appears in one year is highly likely to reappear in subsequent years. This is largely attributable to
Indigenous Peoples' use of social media to disperse information faster and further than ever before, one of the
most prominent examples of this being the Idle No More
movement among Canada’s First Nations.
Community Risk
In North Dakota, the Fort Berthold Reservation is
surrounded by the prolific Williston Basin, and produces
approximately 333,000 barrels of oil per day. Fort
Berthold’s tribal council supports the oil industry, but
tribal residents are enduring severe socioeconomic and
environmental degradation, and some are accusing their
leaders of entering corrupt business deals with companies. Because internal factiousness severely limits a
company’s ability to successfully engage communities,
projects on or near Fort Berthold received high Community Risk scores in the Report, despite the tribal council’s
support. Community risk accounted for a project’s susceptibility to community opposition, and whether the
conditions are in place for successful community engagement – 79 percent of project sites face medium to
high community risk. A key indicator of low community
risk for extractive projects was the presence of a formal
agreement between the company and community, which
only 18 percent of the projects had.
Legal Risk
Legal Risk assessed current and former legal actions
taken against projects, and other projects in close geographic proximity, in the past five years. Surprisingly, 80
percent of the projects assessed had low risk exposure to
legal actions, including a lawsuit in court, arbitration, or
any other form of adjudication that is utilized to address
violations of Indigenous Peoples’ rights, in both domestic
and legally binding international jurisdictions. However,
the legal risk indicator is reported by FPW to be the
fastest growing, as evidenced by strengthening legal protections for Indigenous Peoples' rights around the world,
including the U.N. Declaration on Indigenous Peoples
and ILO Convention 169.
Risk Management
According to the Report, 98 percent of the projects
assessed exhibited suboptimal efforts to establish positive relations with Indigenous communities, and are
poorly positioned to mitigate their risk exposure to Indigenous Peoples' rights. In fact, 92 percent of the com-
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panies assessed do not address community relations or
human rights at the Board level in any formal capacity.
Only four companies (ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil,
Freeport-McMoRan, and Newmont) have Board Committees with community relations or human rights in their
Mandate. Two companies (Freeport-McMoRan and Newmont) have Board expertise in community relations or
human rights, and one company (ExxonMobil) has an active and independent external body to advise and evaluate its community relations or human rights performance (Figure 1).

The extractive industries' risk exposure to Indigenous Peoples’ rights will continue rising, as the global
scramble for the world's last remaining resources pushes companies further into Indigenous territories. The Indigenous Rights Risk Report is a crucial tool for Indigenous Peoples to exercise greater self-determination over
their lands and resources. Using market forces to financially incentivize business practices that respect Indigenous Peoples’ rights – including FPIC – presents opportunities for communities to exert powerful leverage over
companies operating on or near their lands. Indigenous
Peoples can begin to set the development agenda on their
own terms – whether their answer to development is a yes
or a no.
You can read the full report at http://firstpeoples.
org/indigenous-rights-risk-report. A searchable database of the 330 oil, gas, and mining projects assessed
under the new methodology is available on First Peoples’
website at http://firstpeoples.org/wp/.
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Figure 1. Indigenous Lands Are Crititcal to the
World’s Biodiversity (see http://www.firstpeoples.
org/images/uploads/indigenous-land-graphic1.jpg).
Translation to the Water Sector
The First Peoples’ report provides an investor tool kit
to assess major risks and evaluate investment decisions.
The five measured risk indicators (Country, Reputation,
Risk, Community, Legal, and Risk Management Practices) easily translate to any major water project or program. Further, as states are often responsible for ensuring that Indigenous water rights are protected, recent
privatization of water in many countries has limited Indigenous Peoples’ access to water on their ancestral
lands. The need to quantify risks in this case is critical
for the community as well as the public and private sectors.
A TOOL FOR INDIGENOUS SELF-DETERMINATION
The connection between a company’s financial and
social performance is gaining broader recognition from
the business community, but analytical processes for
identifying and evaluating social risks are far from refined. These informational loopholes limit the financial
sector’s ability to comprehensively manage social risks,
and more broadly, prevents capital flows from rewarding
companies that pursue strong community relations and
respect human rights. Simultaneously, in the absence of
market incentives for proactively addressing social risks,
companies are not prompted to do so until things go
wrong, and social risks become social costs.
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Communications Manager
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Fredericksburg, VA 22405
(540) 899-6545 / Fax: (540) 899-6501
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Katie Cheney started working with FPW as a Communications Assistant in 2011 after completing her Bachelor’s
degree at Penn State University in Anthropology. In 2012
she transitioned into a Field Associate role and traveled
to Botswana to conduct a needs assessment with the Indigenous San of the Central Kalahari Game Reserve. She
returned to Tulane University in pursuit of her master’s
degree in International Development in 2013, where she
has specialized in GIS, rural water systems, and Latin
America and the Caribbean. Katie recently rejoined the
FPW team in October 2014.
About First Peoples Worldwide: FPW is an Indigenousled organization that builds upon a foundation of Indigenous values and rights to achieve a sustainable future for
all. Our Keepers of the Earth Fund provides grants directly to Indigenous-led development projects. The corporate engagement program makes the business case for
respecting and upholding Indigenous Peoples' rights
through vigilant monitoring of corporate practices, affecting policy change, and advocating best practices in
Indigenous community engagement. To learn more about
the Indigenous Rights Risk Report contact npelosi@
firstpeoples.org.
❖❖❖
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CALL FOR HELP ... THE FUTURE OF IMPACT
HELP US SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE
WATER RESOURCES IMPACT MAGAZINE
Christine McCrehin and Lisa Beutler

What should be the future for AWRA’s IMPACT magazine? Many IMPACT readers may be aware of striking
changes in the publishing industry and AWRA’s leadership has wondered how these trends might affect us.
Fortunately, while some traditional forms of media like
newspapers and television have not fared well in the digital age, magazines are doing just fine. In fact, according
to the Association of Magazine Media (MPA), magazine
media audiences grew 9.3 percent during November
2014, versus November 2013 (see more at http://www.
fipp.com/news/insightnews/us-magazine-mediaaudiences-grew-at-end-of-20#sthash.glqH3Y3d.dpuf).
Still, even if magazines are not dead, they are changing. MPA Magazine Media 360° Brand Audience Report,
using data from third-party providers and evaluating 146
magazine media brands from 32 companies, (and representing 95 percent of the reader universe), found improved readership was powered by video and mobile web
consumption, up 68 percent and 76 percent, respectively, over the same time period in 2013. According to a survey by the Professional Publishers Association, digital
magazines now make up roughly 32 percent of the market share and sales are increasing every year. Readership
continues to grow as tablets and other technology better
mimic and sometimes improve the print reading experience. Reports from Adobe (the same company responsible for your PDF reader) indicate the total number of digital magazines downloaded every week increased from
300,000 per week in 2011 to a staggering two million per
week by the end of 2013.
The way people read is also changing. Millennials
(ages 18-35) now make up about a quarter of the world’s
population, and new electronic platforms allow these digital natives to quickly jump around between content.
On-demand formats and interactivity fundamentally
change the way people relate to magazines. While large
numbers of Millennials have yet to join the ranks of
IMPACT readers, industry watchers find more and more
audiences of all ages self-curate what they will spend
time with. An emerging trend is a willingness to pay for
individual articles instead of utilizing traditional subscriptions.
Duncan Edwards, CEO and President of the Hearst
publishing empire (think Cosmopolitan, Elle, Esquire, and
Harper’s Bazaar), in a July 20, 2014, interview with the
Guardian, admits an ingrained old-school mindset has
cost that publisher in the digital age. He believes consumer expectations have changed and cites competitors
such as BuzzFeed and (fashion and beauty site) Refinery29 as leveraging this trend. He noted, “We had to reeducate and restructure our teams. We are moving from
months to moments in our editorial thinking.” He then
continued, “If you don’t have something new for your
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audience at 6 am or 7 am in the morning, you are out of
the game. We are seeing extraordinary growth in our digital audiences as a result of that.”
IMPACT is unlikely to be in toe-to-toe competition
with Hearst or BuzzFeed anytime soon, still, much can
be learned from looking at the magazine industry and
preparing for the next generation of readers. The physical cost of producing a digital edition is less and while
many of you may keep past issues with your cherished
copies of National Geographic, it is likely many other
copies eventually transition to the recycling bin.
READER SURVEY
With all these trends in mind AWRA’s Past President,
Mark Dunning and now current President John Tracy
chartered a small working group to begin a strategic look
at IMPACT’s future. As part of the assessment process, a
readership survey for Water Resources IMPACT magazine
was emailed to all AWRA members in November 2014
and again in April 2015. Following are a few highlights
from the survey results.
The majority of respondents placed a high value on
the magazine – well over half (62 percent) indicated that
they were very/extremely satisfied with IMPACT – however, nearly a third indicated they were only somewhat satisfied with the magazine. For both groups, layout and design were the lowest rated features of the magazine, while
cover and writing scored the highest.
An impressive 72 percent of respondents always/
usually read every issue of IMPACT. Time reading the
issue varies with close to half scanning it for 15-30 minutes. Another third spend 30-60 minutes and about a
tenth spend more than an hour. Interestingly, about a
third also said they share their copy of IMPACT with one
or two colleagues and we know from experience that particular articles of interest are forwarded as well.
In response to questions asking what readers would
like to see more of in the magazine, a vast majority of survey respondents (89 percent) expressed that they would
like to see more information on AWRA activities and business, with 71 percent specifically seeking AWRA State
Section and Student Chapter news. Other areas of interest included features on successful water resources
management programs and people in water resources
management, respectively.
Regarding delivery of the magazine, and in line with
industry trends, 69 percent of respondents indicated
they would like to receive either print only, or a combination of print and online, while 17 percent preferred to
receive the magazine online only, with the rest having no
preference. Correspondingly, when asked how often they
access IMPACT online 42 percent of respondents said
never, 40 percent said occasionally and 18 percent said
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every issue. When asked how often they accessed the
IMPACT online archives, 46 percent of respondents
replied never, 51 percent occasionally. and only 4 percent
indicated that they access the IMPACT online archives on
a monthly basis.

web meetings and involve about four hours between
now and November. If you are interested please drop
Lisa Beutler, the Working Group Chair, a note at
lisa.beutler@mwhglobal.com.
We look forward to hearing from you and crafting a
plan for the next generation of IMPACT.

MEMBERS WANTED
AWRA is now in the process of talking with multiple
vendors to learn more about publishing options and how
changes to IMPACT could better serve our members.
Over the next few months we are also embarking on some
strategic planning for IMPACT. The goal is to have some
initial ideas on the Future of IMPACT to share with the
AWRA Board of Directors during their November meeting.
We are seeking volunteers to help with the planning
process. We expect the effort to include some phone and
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Christine McCrehin (christine@awra.org) is Director of
Membership and Marketing for AWRA and formerly the
Editor of the PA Times, a publication of the American Society for Public Administration.
Lisa Beutler (lisa.beutler@mwhglobal.com) is an AWRA
Board member and chair of the working group convened
to consider the future of IMPACT.
❖❖❖
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What’s Up With Water ... OPInIOn
THE DOG AND HIS REFLECTION AND
CLIMATE CHANGE ILLUSIONS?
Eric J. Fitch
Greed and folly double the suffering in the lot of man
Homer

A

esop, if he was a real person, is reputed to have lived
from c. 620-564 B.C. (BCE). He was the archetypal fabulist and storyteller. Aesop’s Fables have survived (and
perhaps been added to) because of the skill of the author
in grasping complex moral/ethical issues and highlighting them through seemingly simple stories of creatures
and their foibles. He illustrated the pitfalls that lie before
us as humans when we stray from the path of ethics and
morals. Simple fictions leading to profound truths ranging a wide gamut were the essence of his work. Several
fables caution against greed and seeking benefits that
can lead to harm.
In the fable of the Dog and his Reflection a key lesson on greed is taught. A very hungry dog steals a meaty
bone away from a butcher. He runs away to make sure
he is safe from the butcher’s wrath. Just as he thinks he
is almost far enough away, he crosses a stream on a
board. Looking down, he sees his reflection in the water,
but he mistakes it for another dog with a juicy bone. He
decides he must have that bone as well and opens his
mouth and jumps at the “other dog” to snatch it away
from “him.” The bone he has drops in the water and is
lost, and he has to swim for his life to shore. The moral
is: (a) it doesn’t pay to be greedy, and (b) don’t be fooled
in terms of grasping at illusions and losing what you
have in mouth or hand.
I thought of this fable when reading comments by
and about initiatives taken and taken on by the CEO and
Chairman of the Board of a major national/international
fossil fuel corporation. I do not believe that the majority
of business leaders who participate in climate change
science denial actually believe their rhetoric. Making decisions against the common good because of greed on the
part of economic elites is nothing new. The promise of
personal or select group benefit can overcome consideration of harm caused to the general society in the present
and down into the future. It is more likely that leaders
understand the science, but in their calculus weighing
the economic consequences for their businesses from the
restriction of producing and selling fossil fuels is too
great a cost.
Among other things the aforementioned CEO championed the defeat of several shareholder initiatives related to Climate Change response. The first was a call to diversify corporate investment to include Renewable Energy Research and Development. His central argument
against the measure was summed up in the statement
“we choose not to lose money on purpose.” Another proposal by activist shareholders was also targeted for defeat. The proposal was to place one person (scientist/researcher) on the Corporation’s Board who would have
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expertise in Climate Change: a place at the table to speak
to the need to reduce greenhouse emissions. The Board
is currently made up primarily of what used to be called
‘Captains of Industry’ (i.e., past and present CEOs of
other Corporations, academic economists, a retired University President, and one of those hybrid CEOs/Business Deans). The CEO argued successfully against the
motion because “to set aside one seat for an environmental specialist or any single attribute or area of expertise would …. not be in the best interest of the company
… nor shareholders … it would dilute the breadth needed … to make informed decisions ….” The proposal went
down in flames. None of this should be a surprise for
anyone paying attention to some of the leading fossil fuel
and fossil fuel related industries and their positions on
Climate Change. Like their colleagues in the tobacco industry before them, this corporation and others in the
fossil fuel business have long funded climate change denial overtly then more recently covertly.
The most interesting thing for me that came from out
statements from this CEO was in explaining future plans
for the company. It was his intention to produce all of the
fossil fuel assets that they have under their control and
not to “fake it” anymore with regard to their position. He
opined that the climate models are wrong, but even if
they were right that’s still no reason to stop developing
and using fossil fuels. He opined that mankind has enormous capacity to deal with adversity; technology can be
developed to combat “inclement weather” that may or
may not be induced by climate change. He said that it is
the business of the petroleum and natural gas industry
to drill, develop, and sell every drop and every cubic
meter of oil and gas they can. He spoke with confidence
and with the understanding/opinion that governments
won’t/can’t stop them. At least under current circumstances in the United States (U.S.), Canada, and Australia where our election campaigns are being “fueled” by
fossil fuel money, he may well be right. And if these nations don’t act to forcefully curb greenhouse emissions, it
is unlikely that the rest of the world will put themselves
out. (Though, a consortium of European owned petroleum companies have come out collectively for stronger
governmental response to Climate Change.)
This CEO gives himself and the fossil fuel industry
an “out” so to speak with at least lip service to climate
change adaptation. The problem is that he seems to be
positing a situation where CO2 emissions would continue unabated, as fossil fuels would remain the key and
growing source of energy for development and not incidentally profits for their industry. One key point that has
been brought out time and time again is that the sooner
and more aggressive we are at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, the easier and cheaper it will be to adapt to
Climate Change. When most of the scientific community
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speaks of climate adaptation, it is looking at a scenario
where slowing emissions still push global mean temperatures another 2oC (4.6oF) but below a 3oC rise where
certain critical tipping points are predicted to occur. If we
shoot past that level, to some of the hellish scenarios envisioned by runaway emissions leading to runaway
warming, we have an entirely different ballgame. One key
paper predicts as much as a 20oC mean temperature elevation globally and as much as a 30oC mean elevation
at the poles if all the known reserves of all fossil fuels are
burned. Even far short of this worst case scenario, it
would be an almost impossible task for “technological
adaptations” to keep the planet status quo ante the Anthropocene.
Scientists are predicting substantial desertification
on most continents, including centuries long drought in
North America from California through the continental
U.S., Southwest, and throughout northern Mexico. Current dependable mountain snowcap and glacier supplies
globally of fresh water will be gone in 30 to 50 years.
Many areas currently producing staple crops will be
abandoned as is already being seen in parts of the Great
Plains and elsewhere in the world. Some tout advances in
desalination as the salvation, but desal in vast quantities
will almost certainly be energy intensive. With the loss of
much of the hydro-generating capacity and ever increasing demands by urban and manufacturing centers, biologically based renewables production will in all likelihood be compromised. Where are you going to build the
plants, how are you going to provide them with energy to
operate and to distribute freshwater over vast distances?
But of course, we are going to develop safe, reliable, nuclear fusion power (even though we have been trying to
do this for almost a half century without commercial

success) and build space elevators so that we can mine
H3 from the Moon.
Sea level rise will inundate many of our current
coastal urban centers, despite the sea level rise denialism
that seems to have taken root in some U.S. statehouses.
Some of these areas will also have increased monsoonal
and hurricane events growing the incidence of catastrophic floods. As ocean heating and acidification increase as more and more CO2 is dumped in the atmosphere, we’ll have to bioengineer heat and acid resistant
microalgae and algae to make sure we keep getting free
oxygen from the oceans. Oh, and while we’re at it, bioengineer our staple crops, our domesticated animals and
plants, and all the organisms that climate change impacts will drive to extinction. Arcologies and domed cities
will come into vogue as we dig down to survive in the
deserts and rise up above the flooded coasts. Heck while
we’re at it why don’t we terraform Venus, Mars, Ceres,
and maybe some of Jupiter’s moons and invent warp
drive. I love science fiction, but as a scientist I know the
best solution to climate change is not to count on human
innovation to counteract the damage we are inflicting on
the biosphere, our only proven home, but instead use
those great powers of innovation to move us away from
the use of fossil fuels. It’s been a good run; let’s not get
greedy and lose what we have developed as a species to
put more money in the pockets of the few and misery to
current and future generations. Don’t drop the proverbial
bone in the water based on an illusion and greed.

HAVE SOME COMMEnTS AbOUT THIS
ISSUE OF IMPACT?
SEnd US yOUR FEEdbACk

ADvERTISE YOUR PRODUcTS AND SERvIcES IN

Water Resources IMPACT is in its 17th year of publication and we have explored a lot of ideas. We hope
we have raised some questions for you to contemplate. “Feedback” is your opportunity to reflect and
respond. We want to give you an opportunity to let
your colleagues know your opinions ... we want to
moderate a debate ... we want to know how we are
doing.
For this issue send your comments by e-mail to
Lisa Beutler at Lisa.Beutler@mwhglobal.com or
IMPACT Editor-in-Chief Eric J. Fitch at IMPACTeditor@awra.org.
Please share your opinions and ideas. Limit your
comments to approximately 350 to 400 words.
If published, your comments may be edited for
length or space requirements.
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A BI-MONThlY NEwS MAGAzINE Of ThE
AMERIcAN wATER RESOURcES ASSOcIATION
REAch A wORlD-wIDE wATER
RESOURcES AUDIENcE
CONTACT AWRA FOR SPECS AND
PRICING INFORMATION
ADVERTISING SPACE AVAILABLE FOR 1/6, 1/4, 1/3,
1/2, 2/3, & FULL-PAGE ADVERTISEMENTS

E-MAIL: christine@awra.org or
info@awra.org
AwRA’S unique multidisciplinary structure provides
your company the opportunity to advertise to readers
reprepresenting over 60 professions and living
in over 65 countries around the world!
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The new Economy of Water ... OPInIOn
NESTLE’S CHALLENGES HIGHLIGHT THE ECONOMIC
IMPORTANCE OF WATER SUPPLY PLANNING
Tanner Ketellapper and Clay J. Landry

Bottled water is big business for Nestle. In 2014, the
company’s water division, Nestle Waters, reported sales
of $8 billion with more than half of all revenue from
North America. Nestle Waters is the largest producer of
bottled water globally and operates under 67 brands including well known brands Arrowhead, Perrier, and Nestle Pure Life. Although Nestle’s bottle water sales continue to rise, the company has faced increasing scrutiny
and challenges with sourcing reliable water supplies for
its operations in the western United States (U.S.).
Nestle operates 29 bottled water facilities in the U.S.,
and sources water from a variety of sources including
groundwater, springs, and municipal tap water. Five of
Nestle’s water bottling facilities are located in California,
which together consume approximately 2,150 acre-feet
per year, roughly equivalent to the water use of a 600acre irrigated alfalfa farm or approximately 0.008 percent
of California’s total annual water use. Despite that, the
state’s ongoing drought has prompted a number of efforts to shutdown Nestle Waters’ California operations.
Most recently, the company has become the target of an
online petition calling for Nestle Waters to cease bottling
water in California. The petition has only gathered
94,000 signatures. Nonetheless, the company has responded to such public criticism by looking to reduce its
water use. For example, Nestle installed water reuse
technology in its Carnation condensed milk plant in
Modesto, California. The plant upgrade saves about 200
acre-feet a year for a one-time investment of $7 million.
Nestle has also encountered stiff political opposition
for a proposed bottled water facility in the Columbia
River Gorge of Oregon. Nestle proposes to run a pipeline
from a spring currently utilized by a state-owned salmon
and steelhead hatchery to a new bottling facility. City
wells would provide water to the hatchery to replace the
reduced spring water supply. Although the City of Cascade Locks supports the transfer and views the proposed
bottled water facility as a source of economic development, public concerns over corporate control of local

water resources have delayed the project. Nestle continues to work towards gaining approval for the transfer,
and has not abandoned its plan for the site.
Outside of the bottled water industry, other water
users including agriculture, golf courses, power plants,
mining operations, and industrial facilities use large volumes of water, and require a reliable water supply. Nestle’s struggles highlight the importance of water resource
planning to address and mitigate water supply risks. As
drought conditions persist across the western U.S. and
population growth places increasing demands on scarce
water resources, it is important for companies operating
in high water use industries to be proactive in managing
water supply risk to remain competitive.
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President’s Message

DISCUSSING PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS:
IS THIS THE FUTURE OF WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT?
John C. Tracy, President , AWRA

One of the advantages of
serving as President of the
American
Water
Resources Association is
that you receive invitations to a number of activities and events, many of
which I may not have even
heard of, let along participated in, as part of my job
that pays the bills. This
has exposed me to a
much broader range of water resource topics and issues,
and allowed me to engage in an ever expanding conversation regarding the current conditions and future issues
that face water resource professionals across this country. One such meeting that I was able to attend in March
of this year was the Resource Revolution Tour in New
York City, which was sponsored by Suez Environmental.
While the main focus of the event was announcing the reorganization of all Suez Environmental and its subsidiaries, and putting forth its vision for its role in water
resource management in the future, the more interesting
part of the meeting for me was talking to the wide variety
of attendees at the meeting that were discussing the privatization of water resource infrastructure and management services. This is a topic I have little knowledge
about, and I had naively thought that privatization of
water resource systems meant that a for-profit corporation would take ownership of a water system, and work
towards maximizing share-holder profits under some degree of regulation. However, the majority of the discussions I had at the meeting focused on how public-private
partnerships could be used to more effectively manage
not just water supply and waste water management systems, but also undertake watershed and waterway
restoration efforts that include performance based funding mechanisms.
The use of private-public partnerships has become so
common in developing and managing public services infrastructure across the United States (U.S.), it has even
developed its own three letter acronym, PPP, the true sign
of a new practice becoming mainstream. In addition, the
use of PPPs have a relatively long history in the U.S., with
some of the more common examples that have been in
place for quite a while being private maintenance and operation agreements for federal, state, and local parks.
For example, almost all of the U.S. Forest Service campgrounds I have stayed at over the last decade have been
operated by either for-profit or not-for-profit corporations. Another area where PPPs are being utilized more
frequently is in the transportation sector, including the
development of highway systems, as well as light rail sys-
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tems, in a number of larger metropolitan areas across the
U.S. The practice of using PPPs for large public infrastructure services has grown so much in recent years
that a professional society has evolved that specifically
focuses on PPPs, which is the National Council for
Public-Private Partnerships. In addition, there is now a
yearly Expo to bring together professionals discussing
the latest ideas and successes in developing effective
PPPs that provide a wide range of public services, including recreational facilities, educational systems,
transportation services, information technology infrastructure, and even state lottery operations.
However, one area that has only used PPPs in a limited fashion, and is not well represented in the national
PPP discussion, is water resource projects and programs,
both in regard to large scale multi-use water supply projects, and restoration of watersheds and waterways.
There are a number of municipalities whose water supply or waste water services are either completely privatized, or are operated by for-profit private companies.
This is the case in my home town of Boise, Idaho, where
the municipal water provider is United Water, which is a
subsidiary of Suez Environmental. However, many of
these relationships are either a completely privatized utility, or a fee for services arrangement, which is really not
best described as a partnership. Lately however, there
are several examples of performance based PPPs being
explored for larger scale water resource infrastructure
development and operation, with one example being the
Tampa Bay Seawater Desalination Plant operation. The
Desalination Plant operation is a PPP, where Tampa Bay
Water (created as a not-for-profit by its municipal member governments) owns the facility, American WaterACCIONA (a private firm from Spain) operates the plant,
the Southwest Florida Water Management District (regional government) provided funding for the eligible capital costs of the facility, and the Tampa Electric Company (regulated utility) leases the plant site to Tampa Bay
Water and provides electricity and source water to the desalination plant. Since this effort is relatively new (full
operation of the facility was achieved in 2010), and there
are few other examples of large scale performance based
PPPs focused on providing water services, there is some
uncertainty as to whether these types of relationships
can be sustained in the long run. In addition, there is
some uncertainty as to the extent that federal and state
governments can participate in PPPs. This uncertainty
has the potential to create quite a bit of misinformation
regarding water service PPPs, which makes it very difficult to have a productive discussion regarding the advantages and disadvantages of PPPs for addressing a
wide range of issues related to water resource infrastructure and management facing our country in the future.
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The information needs associated with the emerging
topic of water service PPPs appears to fit well with the
mission of AWRA, which is to help develop a forum to forward the conversation, make connections between
groups exploring PPPs to address water resource problems, and help develop a water service PPP community.
If this is something that you are involved with directly or
tangentially, or would like to become involved with, there
are ample opportunities within AWRA for you to help forward this conversation. This may be a subject that would
fit well in the AWRA webinar series, a special session at
an AWRA conference, the development of a special issue
of JAWRA or IMPACT, or possibly even a full specialty

▲

conference. Seeing how the use of PPPs is increasing in
providing many other public services, it would seem that
their use will increase for water resource services as well.
This may be an opportunity for AWRA to expand our
community, and provide a forum for open and honest dialogue to help ensure that PPPs evolve into an effective
mechanism for sustainably managing our water resources.
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FEATURED COLLECTION
WATER FOR MEGACITIES – CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

Today, cities are growing bigger and faster throughout the world. Currently there are 28 megacites, those with a population of 10 million people or more, and the number of megacities is expected to grow to 41 by 2030. This featured collection examines the increasing water resources demands and challenges of megacities.

•

Sun et al., provide an introduction to megacity issues and an overview of the papers in the featured collection.

•

Li et al., provide a global overview of the diverse characteristics and water challenges for 28 megacities.

•

J. Wang et al., provide an overview of the challenges and solutions to provide adequate water supply to support
Beijing’s continued population growth.

Several papers provide diverse case studies for megacities across China and Jakarta, Indonesia, using computer simulation models and decision support systems.
OTHER TECHNICAL PAPERS:

•

Cox et al., use Public Participation Geographic Information Systems (PPGIS) methods to collect spatial data
identifying places stakeholders think are important providers of watershed services.

•

Bouska and Stoebner characterize fluvial geomorphic changes to the Cache River of southern Illinois over the past
110 years to inform restoration and management.

•

White et al., develop a national database of localized sediment and nutrient export coefficients for ecoregions of the
United States.

•

Riboust and Brissette model climate change impacts and uncertainties on spring flooding of Lake Champlain and
the Richelieu River.

•

Alamgir et al., analyze meteorological drought patterns during different climatic and cropping seasons in
Bangladesh.

•

Slagle et al., examine the perceptions and behaviors of suburban residents regarding stream quality.
A full Table of Contents may be viewed at
http://www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jawr.2015.51.issue-3/issuetoc
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▲

AWRA SPRING SPECIALTY CONFERENCE STUDENT PRESENTER COMPETITION
WINNER ANNOUNCED

Congratulations to the Student Presenter Competition
winner of AWRA’s 2015 Spring Specialty Conference on
Water for Urban Areas: Managing Risks and Building Resiliency that was held during the conference in Los Angeles, California, March 30-April 1. Eighteen students participated and were scheduled throughout the 22 sessions
and the poster session. Conference attendees were given
the opportunity to judge the students during their scheduled session. The following criteria was used for all competitors:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Efficient use of allotted presentation time or poster
space;
Quality of responses to audience questions in oral or
poster sessions;
Effective integration of audio-visual materials;
Perceived preparedness;
Logic and understandability of material (problem,
methods, results, conclusions);
Adequate description of context for material – conveyed purpose of paper, identified relevant literature,
etc.;
Overall style and presence; effective communicator –
enthusiasm or persuasiveness;
Suitability for AWRA/professional audience; and
Significance and originality of the material presented.

Everyone did a terrific job and made the decision difficult. However, the following individual was selected as
the outstanding winner.

▲
▲

State Chapter News ~ Northern
California Chapter to Re-Launch

Student Presenter
EMILY GRUBERT
Stanford University ~ Stanford, California
Evaluating Produced Water as a
New Source in the United States
Emily Grubert is a Ph.D. student in
the Emmett Interdisciplinary Program in Environment and Resources
at Stanford University who studies
decisionmaking about large energy
infrastructure in the United States
using life cycle analysis, multicriteria
decision analysis, and text mining
methods to investigate societal priorities for social and environmental outcomes. She is particularly interested in the interconnections between energy and water systems. Her recent work
has focused on the interplay between energy and water in
the Texas natural gas and coal power systems, desalination projects, and on Maui Island, Hawaii. Emily is an environmental engineer-in-training and holds an M.S. in
Environmental and Water Resources Engineering and an
M.A. in Energy and Earth Resources, both from The University of Texas at Austin, and a B.S. in Atmosphere/Energy Engineering and Mathematics from Stanford.
Again, our congratulations on a job well done to all
those students who were in the competition and we wish
them all the best in their future endeavors. We look forward to hearing more from everyone at future AWRA conferences!

Solution to Puzzle (pg. 33)

A small band of volunteers are moving forward
with a re-launch of the Northern California Section of
AWRA. The effort started with several different water
professionals independently expressing an interest in
becoming involved with AWRA at the local level. Working together, they issued a survey the last week of May
to people in target zip codes that had participated in
AWRA events before or were suggested to them as a potential future member of the Northern California Section of AWRA. In addition to gauging interest in
restarting the chapter, additional questions explored
what role the organization might serve in the region.
In mid-June the team convened a meeting with the regional leaders of water related sister organizations to
share lessons learned and explore opportunities for
collaboration.
The group is tentatively looking at having regularly scheduled evening meetings with a featured speaker
and time for socializing/networking.
We are actively recruiting members. If you or
someone you know is interested in joining the chapter,
feel free to drop a note to Rina Binder-Macleod at
Rina.Binder-MacLeod@mwhglobal.com.
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TeChNICaL sessIoNs aT-a-GLaNCe

American Water Resources Association

2015 aWra aNNuaL WaTer resourCes CoNFereNCe
November 16-19, 2015 ~ GraNd hyaTT deNver ~ deNver, CoLorado
• moNday ~ November 16 •

American Water Resources Association

8:30 AM-10:00 AM
OPENING PlENARY SESSION
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
TBD
8:30 AM-6:30 PM
TEchNIcAl POSTER SESSION

10:30 AM-12:00 NOON
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 1-6

1:30 PM-3:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 7-12

3:30 PM-5:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 13-18

1
2

7
8

13 Panel: American Urban
water Use Trends 1995-2015
14 Endangered Species
Recovery-2
15 challenges on the
Northern Plains
16 Panel: Regional Partnerships: Easy to Say But
Difficult to Do
17 Decision Support Systems-2
18 National water Supply

3
4
5
6

climate change Adaptation
Panel: how Journalists can
help
california water
Panel: communication,
cooperation & collaboration
value of Ecosystem
Services
land Use changes

climate change & forests
Endangered Species
Recovery-1
9 Sustainable water Supply
10 Bridging the Gap Between
Research & Practice
11 Decision Support Systems-1
12 Panel: State water Planning

• Tuesday ~ November 17 •
8:30 AM-10:00 AM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 19-24

10:30 AM-12:00 NOON
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 25-30

1:30 PM-3:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 31-36

3:30 PM-5:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 37-42

19 Panel: Assessment of
National Priorities OwDI &
NfIE
20 Innovative water Education-1
21 Stream Ecology & Restoration
22 Groundwater flow & Transport
23 Panel: what’s on the IwRM
horizon?
24 Panel: Performance-Based
water conservation

25 Strengthening collaboration & Data - lightning Talks
26 Innovative water
Education-2
27 Drought
28 coupled hydrologic
Processes
29 Panel: conversion of
wastewater to Potable water
30 Balancing water Supply
Needs & Environmental
Protection

31 Open water Data - lightning
Talks
32 forecasting climate Impacts
33 lake & Reservoir Science-1
34 Integrated water Resources
Management-1
35 Panel: Urban Drainage &
flood control
36 Partnership for Ecosystem
Services

37 Panel: Open water Data
Initiative - futures
38 climate change Evaluation
39 lake & Reservoir Science-2
40 Groundwater
41 Panel: Integrated water
Resource Management
clashes
42 The September 2013 flood

8:30 AM-3:30 PM
TEchNIcAl POSTER SESSION

• WedNesday ~ November 18 •
8:30 AM-10:00 AM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 43-48

10:30 AM-12:00 NOON
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 49-54

1:30 PM-3:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 55-60

3:30 PM-5:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 61-66

43 Open water Data-1
44 New vision for TMDls
45 Innovations in higher
Education
46 flood hazards & Mapping
47 Integrated water Resources
Planning
48 Sustainability of water &
Petroleum Production

49 Open water Data-2
50 water Energy Nexus
51 Emerging contaminants &
Monitoring
52 water Education-1
53 flooding & floodplain
Management
54 Innovative Technologies

55 water Tradeoffs in Oil & Gas
61 water in the Gas & Oil
Development
Industry
56 Source water Quality
62 water Quality concerns
Protection
63 Reinventing Stormwater
57 watershed Education
Infrastructure
58 Strengthening collaboration & 64 water Management history
Data
65 Modeling-2
59 Modeling-1
66 International Issues
60 Regional Planning

• Thursday ~ November 19 •
8:30 AM-10:00 AM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 67-72

10:30 AM-12:00 NOON
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 73-78

1:30 PM-3:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 79-84

3:30 PM-5:00 PM
cONcURRENT SESSIONS 85-89

67 contaminants of concern in
National Parks
68 Panel: Innovations in
Stormwater Education
69 Geographic Info. Systems-1
70 Innovative Techiques
71 coastal challenges
72 One water Stewardship

73 Agricultural water Quality
Management
74 who Pays?
75 Geographic Info. Systems-2
76 Panel: Stormwater Reuse
77 Panel: wrangling Over
colorado’s first water Plan
78 Panel: hydrology & water
Quality Effects from the
Mountain Pine Beetle Infestation in the Rocky Mtn. west

79 water Management in
Traditional communities
80 water Management in
colorado & the west
81 colorado River Basin
Shortage
82 Stormwater Quality BMPs
83 Managing competing Uses &
Needs
84 Panel: water Governance &
coastal challenges in an
Era of climate change

85 water Supply & Quality
86 Urban Storm water Impacts
87 watershed Planning &
Management
88 Panel: Alluvial Aquifer
Recharge
89 Panel: Urban land Use &
water Demand Planning
Integration in colorado
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WATER RESOURCES PUZZLER (answers on pg. 30)

ACROSS
1

haphazardly (2 wds.)

13

three toed sloth

15

a protozoan

16

negative types

18

original

19

type of surgery

21

start of active or rocket

22

followed by Plains or circle

23

a movement

24

royalty acronym

25

warship abbreviation

26

type of milk

27

urbane

28

kitty or puppy

29

M.D. (inf.)

30

Oxford dict.

32

seine

33

May 8, 1945

34

to impede movement

38

the fourth tone

39

loc. for a scientist

40

jazzy Fitzgerald

42

3.14

43

type of underwear

DOWN

37

e.g., the Titanic
nonflowering plants

46

a geologic time

1

an inhibition

38

47

more weird

2

dunked

39

Yankee no-hitter

41

onager

42

first to settle

44

a domesticated fowl

45

a hand-to-hand fight

46

followed by union or wind

48

atom no. 24

3

on the bottom

49

a navigational system (abbr.)

4

atom. no. 52

50

historical records

51

dislikes

52

a social insect

54

expressed disdain

56

closer to

58

cousin of ave.

5

between high and low water

6

a thin beam

7

a specific talent

48

Fidel’s friend

8

distance sailed

52

a steep gulch

9

a water instrument

53

corners
66 and 1

60

a coin

10

a security clearance (abbr.)

55

61

newt

11

take home

57

e.g., rose oil

59

a ring of rubber

62

to become dim

65

former G.I.

67

followed by area or throw

68

quiet! (interj.)

63

follows apple or pear

12

deli bread

64

apiary dwelling

13

gain fame

66

hosp. rm.

14

type of exercise

68

follows drug or candy

17

a flammable gas

20

Passover meal

70

get with ______!

31

industrious

71

Denver to Dallas dir.

33

discrepancy

72

hosp. rm.

Russian river
to pass by

69

wrath

70

distributed

73

Isaac or Gabby

74

smallist

75

increased in size

35

76

a fishing pole

36
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